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During May, 1973 the Geophysics Group at Oregon State

University deployed two arrays of three sonobuoys over the Blanco

fracture zone and two arrays of four sonobuoys over the Gorda ridge

to detect and locate microearthquakes. Microearthquake activity pre-

dicted by plate tectonic theory for the Blanco fracture zone and Gorda

ridge was observed by these arrays to originate from these features.

Microearthc1uake activity of one event per hour was observed

along the southern flank of the ridge associated with the Blanco frac-

ture zone near 128°1O'W. Similar seismicity was observed in

Cascadia Gap and associated with the fault scarp and basin of the gap.

Cascadia Gap, which is located near the center of the Blanco fracture

zone, exhibits ridge-like seismic activity based on a b-value of 1.5

determined from microearthquake observations.

The seismic activity on the Gorda ridge, including swarm events,

averaged 3. 5 events per hour. The microearthquakes originated from

the median valley floor, valley walls, and on top of the crestal hills.
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Other events, which could not be located, appeared to originate from

the surrounding hills with a predominance of events from west of the

Gorda..Blanco intersection. Focal depths at the intersection area are

6. 5 to 9 km below a 3. 5 km datum, while those farther to the south at

42°4PN range from 2.5 to 3 km below the datum. A composite fault

plane solution for the events on the Gorda ridge indicates high angle

faulting on the eastern valley wall with the eastern side down.

Since microearthquake and earthquake activity are usually

closely associated, the data obtained by this study suggests that the

20-30 km eastward offset of large earthquake epicenters from the

topographic features is due to an incorrect use of excessively high

lithospheric velocities for seismic stations lying predominantly to the

east.
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MICROEARTHQUAKE STUDIES OF THE BLANCO
FRACTURE ZONE AND GORDA RIDGE USING

SONOBUOY ARRAYS

INTRODUCTION

The theory of plate tectonics is. based in part on geological and

geophysical evidence of a worldwide rift system which follows oceanic

ridges and rises and extends across parts of the continents. The

theory suggests that new crustal material is generated at the central

rift of a ridge or rise, moves laterally outward from the rift in the

form of a large moving plate, and is eventually subducted at an oceanic

trench. The rate at which each half of the new crustal material moves

away from the rift is on the order of centimeters per year.

Most earthquakes occur on rifts (ridges and rises), fracture

zones and trenches while more than 80 percent of the world's shallow

(focal depth < 70 km) earthquakes occur on or near ridges and fracture

zones (Wyllie, 1971). Oceanic fracture zones have been defined as

transform faults (Wilson, 1965) and form offsets in the otherwise linear

trends of ridges. The focal mechanisms of earthquakes located on

oceanic ridges indicate principally vertical or normal faulting (Sykes,

1967), whereas focal plane solutions for fracture zones indicate

principally horizontal or strike-slip faulting (Sykes, 1967).

Earthquake hypocenters (location and depth) have been deter-

mined using seismographs for nearly a hundred years (Richter, 1958).
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The number of unknown variables in locating an earthquake is four

(x, y, z and origin time) if one assumes that the velocity structure is

known, which is usually the case for empirically-developed travel-

time curves (Richter, 1958). In order to locate an earthquake hypo-

center the minimum required number of earthquake arrival times,

each from a different seismograph location, is four because four equa-

tions must be solved for four unknowns. If the focal depth is preset

to a constant value, then the minimum number of earthquake arrival

times is three. When more than four arrival times are used, the

solution is overdetermined and a least squares method is used. Corn-

pressional or P-phases are usually used to locate earthquakes because

these waves arrive first.

Errors can occur in the location of earthquakes on the East

Pacific Rise. This is because the land based seismographs are lo-

cated predominantly on the eastern side of the East Pacific Rise and

thus triangulation is poor. This azimuthal preference is biased

further because the travel-time curves for oceanic ray paths are not

well known. Errors may also arise because most stations are located

a long distance from the epicenters.

A well-documented example of where this probably happens is

shown in Figure 1 where there is an apparent displacement of the epi-

center locations from the topographic expression of the Blanco frac-

ture zone and Gorda ridge. The Blanco fracture zone and Gorda ridge
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form part of the fracture zone-ridge system of the East Pacific Rise

off the west coast of Oregon and northern California. The body wave

magnitudes (MB of the Richter scale) of the earthquakes in Figure 1

are MB > 4.5 (Bolt, et al. , 1968). Usually associated with these

larger earthquakes are microearthquakes whose magnitudes (MB) are

less than 3. The microearthquakes are not detected because the

threshold of detection for land based stations from this region is

approximately MB4. 5 (Bolt, et al., 1968). The presence of micro-

earthquakes on the Blanco fracture zone and Gorda ridge would be

strong evidence for the presence of larger earthquakes from the same

location.

Seismic detectors must be deployed closer to the Blanco frac-

ture zone and Gorda ridge in order to observe the smaller and sup-

posedly more numerous earthquakes. Because of the ocean environ-

ment, it is technically difficult to place permanent seismograph

stations closer to these tectonic features. It is possible however, to

deploy temporary detectors for studying seismicity of the sea floor.

During May, 1973 the R/V YAQUINA was used to deploy arrays of

free floating detectors, at a typical horizontal separation of 9 to 10

km, over the Blanco fracture zone and the Gorda ridge to detect

microearthquakes. The detector used was a standard military sono-

buoy which is normally used as a sonic detector of submarines.
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This thesis describes the series of observations, the reduction

of data, and the analysis of the results. The purpose of this study was

to Locate and examine microearthquakes detected during the observa-

tions.

The Blanco fracture zone is a linear topographic feature which

has been interpreted as a transform fault (Wilson, 1965). It is about

340 km long and lies between the Gorda ridge and the Juan de Fuca

ridge. The sense of motion along the fault is mainly right lateral

strike-slip as shown by fault plane solutions of Tobin and Sykes (1968),

Bolt, etal. (1968), Gallagher (1969), and Chandra (1974). Near the

center of the fracture zone is Cascadia Gap, which is located at a

northward offset of the linear trend. ARRAY 4, a tripartite (3) sono-

buoy array was deployed over this feature in order to detect seismic

activity and to locate microearthquake events. ARRAY 3, another

tripartite array, was deployed on the southern flank of the Blanco

fracture zone southeast of Cascadia Gap. ARRAY 3 was placed at its

location in order to determine activity along the linear portion of the

Blanco fracture zone.

A second area of study is the Gorda ridge, an active spreading

center located off the coast of southern Oregon and northern California.

The ridge terminates its northern end at the Blanco fracture zone in a

deep (3500 in) topographic depression. The Gorda ridge has the

classical profile of a slow spreading ridge with a median rift valley



bounded by steep valley walls which form the crestal hills. The half

spreading rate for the northern Gorda ridge is described as moderate

(3 cm/year) for the last 2 million years by Atwater and Mudie (1973).

Two quadripartite (4) sonobuoy arrays were deployed over the median

valley. ARRAY 5 drifted over a deep area at the intersection of the

Gorda ridge and the Blanco fracture zone and ARRAY 6 drifted over the

deep median valley at approximately 42°36N. All of the sites are

shown in Figure 1.
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PREVIOUS WORK

The feasibility of microearthquake research with sonobuoys was

initially shown by Reid, etal. (1973) in the Gulf of California. Sub-

sequent research of this nature has been conducted by Reid and

Macdonald (1973) and Spindel, etal. (1974) on the Mid Atlantic Ridge

and by Macdonald and Mudie (1974) and Northrop (1974) on the

Galapagos spreading center. These researchers found that magnitudes

of the microearthjuakes averaged approximately MBO and the seis-

micity measured in microearthquake events per hour was approxi-

mately one event per hour.

The Blanco fracture zone and Gorda ridge are both noted for

their seismic activity (Tobin and Sykes, 1968; Bolt, etal. , 1968;

Chandra, 1974) and for earthquakes whose body wave magnitudes (MB)

exceed 4. 5. Earthquakes are routinely located in this region using

land-based seismographic stations by the National Center for Earth-

quake Research in Denver. The pattern of epicenters for the Blanco

fracture zone and Gorda ridge is displaced from the topographic ex-

pression of these features (Figure 1). The systematic error of 20-30

km in epicenter location along these features has been attributed to a

poor azimuthal distribution of seismographic station locations and in-

complete knowledge of the velocity versus depth in the upper litho-

sphere in this tegion (Northrup, 1970). The epicenters coincide with



the topographic features when locations are made with T-phase (water

borne waves) arrivals while P-phase arrival epicenters do not

(Northrup, 1970). Duennebier and Johnson (1967) have shown that in

the north Pacific both smaller seismic events are detectable and

systematic offsets in epicenter location can be removed when shore-

based hydrophone arrays are used. Attempts have been made to

develop empirical travel-time curves for offshore earthquakes

(Rinehart, 1964; Gallagher, 1969) but these results are not presently

used by the National Center for Earthquake Research. The sonobuoy

study described in this thesis is the first to be carried out over either

the Blanco fracture zone or the Gorda ridge.

Since sonobuoy arrays have only recently been employed as

earthquake detectors anywhere and since this is their first use as such

by Oregon State University, methods used for this experiment are

described by the following section in detail.



INSTRUMENTATION AND METHODS

In strum en tat ion

Standard military sonobuoys of the type AN/SSQ 41A were used

as detectors for the arrays deployed over the Blanco fracture zone

and Gorda ridge. As originally manufactured, this model has a maxi-

mum lifetime of 3 hours. The sonobuoys were modified to provide a

longer lifetime for micro earthquake monitoring by substituting a dry

cell battery pack for the seawater battery. The sonobuoy was then

mounted on a spar buoy having a radar reflector at a height of 3 meters.

This raises the sonobuoy higher above the water for greater transmis-

sion range and also enables a radar range and bearing to be taken at

regular intervals. Sonic information detected by 4 hydrophones de-

ployed 18 meters below the surface is transmitted from the sonobuoy

to the ship by a frequency modulated transmitter in the freouency band

of 16Z to 174 MHz. The sonic response of the sonobuoy increases at

about db/octave in the frequency range of 1-1000 Hz. A Teledyne

Geotech RM - 100 direct-record tape recorder and a slow paper speed

strip chart recorder recorded the signals on board the ship. Both

recorders included a channel to record the output of a crystal con-

trolled clock which was checked regularly against the WWV time stand-

ard. The band width at the speed recorded on tape is 1-530 Hz but

band-pass filtering reduced this to 1-150 Hz (-3 db. points).
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Seismic events were identified on the slow speed chart recorder

and their approximate arrival times noted. The events were later re-

located on the tape recorder by both aural and visual identification.

Once found, the seismic wave train was played back at 25 mm/sec or

50 mm/sec on an Mechanics for Electronics or Electro Technical

Laboratories strip chart recorder. During this playback the seismic

signal was band pass filtered from 1 -120 Hz, 1-30 Hz, and 1-15 Hz

with respective gain adjustments noted in order to obtain amplitude

information.

Navigation

The accuracy of microearthquake location depends upon the

errors involved in the navigation of the ship and the location of the

sonobuoys. Unlike detectors in a land-based array, the sonobuoys

constantly drift and require special techniques for determining their

positions. The ship was navigated by satellite navigation, LORAN C

observations and dead reckoning aided with bathymetric records.

Satellite navigation, which is the most accurate, was used while the

ship was enroute between microearthquake sites, while drifting within

the array and while the sonobuoy arrays were being deployed or re-

trieved. LORAN C observations were made during sonobuoy deploy-

ment and retrieval, and at 30 minute intervals while the ship was

drifting. During this process, the sonobuoy positions with respect to
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the ship were determined from radar range and bearing measurements

taken on the spar buoy radar reflectors. During sonobuoy deployment

the satellite and LORAN C navigation usually agreed within 0. 5 km of

each other although some satellite fixes could not be used since course

or speed changes occurred within the 20 minutes required for the

satellite navigation equipment to receive transmitted information from

a passing satellite and compute an accurate fix. While the ship was

allowed to drift during the recording period several of the LORAN C

fixes were noted to be systemically offset from the rest by 1 or 2 km.

Because of this observation, navigation was based principally on

satellite fixes.

The determination of the sonobuoy positions with respect to an

absolute position was not straight forward. Although sonobuoy posi-

tions with respect to the ship were well determined (± 3° in bearing

and ± 0. 2 km in range), a similar precision cannot be obtained for the

location of the ship. Satellite fixes, the best locations obtainable, are

accurate to within only 200-300 meters and are seldom available more

often than once every 90 minutes. LORAN C is less accurate but is

useful in determining relative movement. The ship's drift between

navigation points is not constant due to unregistered changes in the

speed or orientation of the bow thruster and to the variable profile

presented by the ship to the wind. Therefore, the assumption was

made that the sonobuoys drifted at a more constant rate than the ship.
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Upon this basis, a series of iterations gave a consistent set of sono-

buoy and ship drift paths.

The preliminary location of the sonobuoys was done by smooth-

ing the ship' s drift path along a curve of constant speed and locating

the sonobuoys with respect to the ship. The sonobuoy paths were

usually uneven and occasionally out of sequence on this first attempt.

Subsequently the sonobuoy path closest to the ship was smoothed into a

curve of constant speed with the end points fixed at deployment and

retrieval locations. The radar fixes were worked from the sonobuoy

positions to the smoothed ship's path creating a new path that was

again smoothed. The process was continued using all the sonobuoys

and minor adjustments in all the paths were made to produce a fit

which was consistent with the majority of the navigation data.

The resulting sonobuoy drift rates were consistent within each

array. The drift rate ranged from 0. 4 to 0. 7 knots. During the

study, the predominant wind speed varied from 8 to 12 knots from the

northwest while the swell was from the west.

Delay Time Corrections

To locate epicenters, assuming an earth of horizontal layers,

requires a correction to the arrival time at each sonobuoy for differ-

ences in bathmetry. The delay time correction is the difference in

travel time between the depth of emergence of the approaching ray
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from the true depth, as determined from the bathymetry, and the

upper layer of a model of horizontal layers. Two methods were de-

veloped to compute the delay time corrections. The first method was

used where the focal depth was restricted to lie on an interface (a

nearly identical correction is made in refraction seismology; see

Dobrin, 1962). The second method used was with hypocentral loca-

tions which are not fixed and the waves follow direct rather than

refracted ray paths. A complete outline of both methods is given in

Appendix I and illustrated in Figure 17.

Hypocenter Location Program

A modified version of a computer program written by Eaton

(1969) which determines hypocenters in a model consisting of hori-

zontal layers over a uniform half space was used to locate events de-

tected by the arrays. The hypocenter location routine minimizes the

sum of residuals of F-wave arrival times with respect to those corn-

puted from the layered model. Travel times and derivatives of travel

times with respect to x, y, and z of direct or refracted waves are

calculated without the need of digitized tables of travel-time curves.

This permits convenient changes to be made to the model being used,

since only the velocity and depth to the top of each layer need be

specified. The program automatically fixes the focal depth to a pre-

specified value when only three arrivals are available. A free or
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fixed focal depth determination is possible with four or more arrival

times. The program also calculates the apparent velocity and direc-

tion of approach of a plane wave across the array. A more detailed

account of the program, including a flow chart and a listing is given

in Appendix II.

Magnitudes

Magnitudes (MB of the Richter scale) were estimated using the

formula given by Brune and Allen (1967) for near field earthquakes,

as modified by Reid, etal. (1973):

MB log P20 - 2.85 - log A0 + log A20

where P is the pressure amplitude at 20 Hz of the P-wave relative

to some reference distance and A0 and A20 are constants. The pres-

sure given in microbars is determined relative to the ambient ocean

noise which is of the order of one microbar in the bandwidth 5-100 Hz

(Wenz, 1962). For a 5 km reference distance, the constants are:

-log A0 = 1.4 (Richter, 1958); log A20 = 0.55 (Brune and Allen, 1967).

Spherical spreading is assumed for epicentral distances less than 2 km

while cylindrical spreading is assumed for epicentral distances greater

than 2 km.

Richter (1958) showed that the general distribution of earthquake

magnitudes could be described by the formula:

logNA-b.MB
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where N is the cumulative number of earthquakes of magnitude MB or

greater. For any given data set plotted on semilogarithmic paper,

the equation is a straight line with slope b and intercept A. The slope

is usually referred to in seismographic studies as the b-value.

Interpretation of Hydrophone Records

The tape recorded signals were band-pass filtered and recorded

on paper at high speed to make seismograms from which phase arri-

vals and first motions of seismic events were chosen. The sequence

of arrival times versus epic entral distances is shown in Figure 2 for

ARRAY 4 over the Blanco fracture zone. The sequence of arrivals for

ARRAYS 3 and 4 are a refracted P (compressional) phase followed by

a weak converted S (shear) phase, direct P-phase, and R1, R2 and R3

phases which are waves trapped in the water column and reflected one,

two or three times respectively from the bottom. The scatter of data

in Figure 2 is due to rough topography, assumed focal depths, and

errors in choosing the phase arrival times. The majority of seismo-

grams are complex and not indicative of simple source functions.

Francis and Porter (1974) show a complex hydrophone record of an

event recorded on the Mid Atlantic Ridge which is similar to records

from the Blanco fracture zone (Figure 3). For microearthquake loca-

tion, only the arrival times of the first arriving (P-phases) waves

were used. The seismograms of events for the Gorda ridge located
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with focal depths of 3 km or greater below datum indicate only direct

P-phases followed by R1 and R2 phases.

Because water-borne sound comes from many sources, criteria

were established for choosing events pertinent to this study. The

criteria used to determine whether an arrival was due to a local

seismic event was that the wave train be identifiable on at least three

channels and that the arrival time separation be less than 2 seconds

for short duration (close) events and less than 10 seconds for long

duration (distant) events. Wave trains having a duration of less than

1 second were not included as events.

Hypocenter Location Errors

Dependent and independent errors (Beers, 1957) are involved

in the location of hypoc enters with sonobuoy arrays. Errors such as

timing, reading of arrivals and layered velocity models were as-

sumed to be independent errors. Dependent errors were those re-

lated to the navigation, such as sonobuoy positions and delay time

corrections which depend on bathymetry determined from both ship

tracklines and existing bathymetric charts. The seismograms can be

read to within ± 0. 005 seconds but due to uncertainties in determining

the first break, the average event can be picked to within ± 0. 03

seconds. The largest source of error is due to ship location upon

which the bathyrnetry and accuracy of radar location of sonobuoys
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depend. The accuracy of ship location is determined from the con-

sistency of satellite fixes in combination with LORAN C and dead rec-

koning navigation. The satellite navigation fixes, when used in

conjunction with dead reckoning and accounting for current set and

drift, are consistent with the offsets in locations of simultaneous

LORAN C fixes to within ± 0. 5 km. The errors in radar range are

within the reading error of ± 0. 2 km while the accuracy of radar

bearings is estimated at ± 3°. At the farthest sonobuoy sighting dis-

tance of 9 km this error is ± 0. 5 km. A conservative estimate of

sonobuoy location errors relative to the bathymetry and to each other

is ± 1 km. For a wave critically refracted in a 5 km/sec layer this

amounts to a time error of ± 0. 2 seconds. An estimate of delay time

corrections due to bathymetry errors of ± 0. 1 km is ± 0. 06 seconds.

Upon combining the dependent errors of ± 0.06 and ± 0. 2 seconds as

an algebraic sum and then treating it as an independent error from the

± 0. 03 second arrival time error, the total error is the square root

of the sum of the squares of the independent errors (Beers, 1957).

The total error is + 0. 21 seconds if timing error is neglected.

The combination of this estimated error with arrival time in

combination with other arrival times can be represented as n factorial

epicenters, where n is the number of sonobuoys. The 6 epicenters

located using the various combinations for a tripartite array form

the vertices of a hexagon whose shape is dependent upon its proximity
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to the array. The hexagon approximates a circle for epicenters lo-

cated within the array and an ellipse for those on or just outside the

array. Epicenters located more than 1.5 km outside a tripartite array

were often unstable for one or more combinations of arrival time

error. A similar empirical estimate of epicenter error for the quad-

ripartite arrays was done and many of the 24 possible combinations

were tried. A large number of solutions were unstable because arrays

containing four sonobuoys must be exact solutions when the focal

depth is free to move. The epicenter locations that did converge ap-

pear to lie within circles and ellipses similar in size to those of the

tripartite arrays.

Changes to velocity models were made to see what would be the

effect on epicenter locations. Changes in model velocities and layer

thicknesses appeared to affect both the depth of focus and the epi-

center location in cases where the focus was free to move. For cases

of fixed focal depths as in ARRAYS 3 and 4 the epicenter changed

direction of approach of a plane wave travelling across the array for

different velocity models. For these arrays, the located epicenter

remained easily within the error ellipse for the initial model unless

the layered model was drastically changed.
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BLANCO FRACTURE ZONE

Tectonics of the Blanco Fracture Zone

Microearthquake activity along the central Blanco fracture zone

was studied using two tripartite arrays. The following section des-

cribes the large scale features and other characteristics of the frac-

ture zone.

The Blanco fracture zone is a transform fault which strikes N

63°W. Approximately 340 km long, it lies between the Gorda ridge

and Juan de Fuca ridge and forms a section of the sea floor spreading

system west of California and Oregon. Tobin and Sykes (1968) have

demonstrated that the fracture zone is seismically active along its en-

tire length between the two ridges. The motion on the fracture zone

is right lateral strike-slip along an average nodal plane direction of

N 70°W according to fault plane solutions of Tobin and Sykes (1968),

Bolt, etal. (1968), and Chandra (1974). This agrees closely with the

observed topographic strike of the fracture zone.

The Blanco fracture zone can be described topographically as a

linear system of ridges and depressions (Figure 1). The ridge struc-

ture, which in some areas has a relief of 1200 meters is primarily

found along the central portion of the fracture zone. The depressions,

whose depths approach 3500 meters, are located at and near the
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points of intersection of the fracture zone with the Juan de Fuca and

Gorda ridges.

Cascadia Gap is created by an offset in the linear trend of the

fracture zone and this area has been noted as an area of moderately

high seaquake activity by Northrop, etal. (1968) and Bolt, etal.

(1968). An earthquake analyzed by both Bolt, etal. (1968) and

Chandra (1974) for the Cascadia Gap area indicates tension normal

to the axis of the Blanco fracture zone. The sedimentation and topo-

graphic features of Cascadia Gap have also been studied by Griggs and

Kulm (1970; 1973) who suggest that the basin area in the gap has

dropped down approximately 125 meters in the last 6600 years.

Blanco Fracture Zone Velocity Model

The choice of a velocity model for the Blanco fracture zone is

problematical since no refraction data exists for this feature. It is

highly likely that a three dimensional velocity distribution should be

used since ARRAYS 3 and 4 drifted over both the fault zone and the

plates bounding it. ARRAY 3 drifted mainly over the southern flank

of the scarp while ARRAY 4 drifted mainly within Cascadia Gap (see

Figure 1). However, due to a lack of any velocity data in the area and

the computational difficulties associated with more complicated

velocity models, a model of horizontal layers each having a constant

velocity was adopted. The model developed is used not only in the
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hypocenter location program but also is used to calculate the delay

time as described earlier and in Appendix I. The use of tripartite

arrays require that one parameter be fixed. Usually it is the focal

depth which is fixed. Epicenter locations were attempted using focal

depths not only at zero focal depth but also as deep as 1. 5 km below

datum (delay time correction datum located at water-sediment inter-

face). Zero focal depths have been assumed by other researchers

(Reid and Macdonald, 1973; Macdonald and Mudie, 1974; Northrop,

1974).

The refraction information nearest to the Blanco fracture zone is

that described by Shor, et al. (1968) which is 45 km north of the study

area towards the Juan de Fuca ridge. A typical line (sic. , composite

of refraction lines G15, G16 and G17 from Shor, etal. , 1968) shows

a sediment layer 0. 1 km thick overlying a 1.25 km thick 5.0 km/sec

layer which overlies a 4. 75 km thick 6. 7 km/sec layer. Alithe layers

are underlain by an 8. 0 km/sec half space velocity representing the

top of the upper mantle (Moho). This is the model which has been

adopted for ARRAYS 3 and 4. Since focal depths greater than 1.5 km

below datum were never attempted and the Moho crossover distance

was well outside the range of the arrays, the velocity of the upper

mantle was not critical. Seismic reflection profiles indicate that

sediment thickness varies from none on the scarps to 0. 4 km in the

deep area under ARRAY 4 (Griggs and KuIm, 1973).
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Blanco Fracture Zone Results

ARRAY 3 monitored seismic activity along the southern flank of

the Blanco fracture zone scarp at 128°12'W longitude for 12. 5 hours

during May 11, 1973. The drift path of this tripartite array is shown

in Figure 4. Eleven seismic events were recorded during the record-

ing period for an approximate seismic ity of one event per hour (Figure

5). Epicenter locations were obtained for nine of these microearth-

quakes assuming a focal depth of 3. 3 km. Figure 6 shows the epicen-

ters located by ARRAY 3. Almost all of the epicenters lie on the

intersection of the fracture zone ridge with the abyssal plain. Only

one event was located near the scarp crest. The filled circles repre-

sent epicenters while the circles and ellipses are estimates of the

epicentral error as described in Chapter III. The magnitudes of

these events ranged from MB . 14 to . 36 and are shown plotted in

Figure 7. No b-value can be determined since there are too few

events to work with.

The second Blanco fracture zone tripartite array was ARRAY 4

which drifted over Cascadia Gap along the path shown in Figure 8.

ARRAY 4 recorded microearthquakes for 12.2 hours. During this

time 26 events were recorded which, if swarms are excluded, gives

an average seismicity of one event per hour. A graph of the cumula-

tive number of events versus time (Figure 5) indicates that the
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seismicity of the Blanco fault scarp is about the same as Cascadia Gap

if the swarm (at 23 to 24 cumulative recording hours in Figure 5) is

not included.

In the upper left hand corner of Figure 6 are plotted those epi-

centers located by ARRAY 4. The hypocenters were restricted to a

3. 5 km datum depth since the average depth was greater at ARRAY 4

than at ARRAY 3. The filled circles again indicate epicenter locations

while the circles and ellipses are the estimated errors in location.

The majority of the epicenters lie on the fault scarp which defines the

eastern and northern edge of the deep depression of Cascadia Gap.

A source of swarm events was located oi the northeastern slope of the

scarp. There are several events that lie within the floor of the deep

depression. The epicenter accuracy of these events is probably not

affected by the thicker sediment cover of the depression since they

occurred within the array as described in Chapter III. The locations

of the two events northwest of Cascadia Gap are more uncertain due

to the possibly large errors indicated by the hyperbolas.

The magnitudes of ARRAY 4 microearthquakes range from MB

-. 37 to . 67. Figure 9 is a plot of magnitude MB versus cumulative

number of events with magnitude MB or greater. The b-value, which

is the absolute value of the slope of the line drawn through the data,

is 1.5. The fall-off of data points away from the straight line for

magnitudes less than -. 1 is due to the decrease in the sensitivity of
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microearthquake detection capability relative to the background noise.

Blanco Fracture Zone Discussion

The microearthquake activity located by ARRAYS 3 and 4 ap-

pears to be confined to the escarpments of the fracture zone and

Cascadia Gap. This may be an artifact introduced by the limited range

of observation of the arrays and warrants further investigation. How-

ever, ARRAYS 5 and 6, which operated over the Gorda ridge, detected

microearthquakes for estimated distances of greater than 30 km. The

average sonobuoy separation of the Blanco arrays was 9 km versus

10 km for the Gorda arrays. This slight difference is not enough to

account for the greater number of events located outside the arrays

on the Gorda ridge.

An alternative explanation is that a negative velocity gradient

in the upper crust in the vicinity of a ridge, as postulated by Francis

and Porter (1974) and Orcutt, etal. (1975), may limit the range of

detection. Because of the sea floor spreading process, this would be

stronger on a ridge than on a fracture zone. The results of this study

indicate a more restricted distribution on the fracture zone rather than

on the ridge. Thus if a negative velocity gradient is present, then its

effects are masked by the strong possibility that the seismically active

zone is wider on the ridge than on the fracture zone.



It should be noted that the epicenter locations of ARRAY 3 tend

to align along the southern flank of the scarp rather than across it as

would be the case for activity from both the north and south sides.

It is probably safe to say that the arrays indicate a true microearth-

quake distribution within the areas sampled but their range is limited

since neither detected sources from each other's sites. Thus the

microearthquake distribution for the areas sampled on the Blanco

fracture zone are related to the escarpments of Cascadia Gap and the

southern flank of the fracture zone ridge.

The deep basin of Cascadia Gap is probably the result of down-

ward movement. Griggs and Kuim (1973) found evidence in the sedi-

ments from the area which indicated deepening of the basin of 125

meters in the past 6600 years. This is an extremely rapid rate.

Seismic activity correlates well with this tectonism since epicenters

are located on the escarpments and within the basin. The cause of

the topographic features in Cascadia Gap may be due to tension across

the fracture zone and graben-type vertical movement. Focal plane

solutions based on teleseismic data from the Blanco fracture zone

indicate compression along the axis (Tobin and Sykes, 1968; Bolt, et

al., 1968; Chandra, 1974) except for an epicenter near the gap which

indicates tension normal to the axis (Bolt, etal. , 1968; Chandra,

1974). Calculation of the direction of spreading from the pole of ro-

tation given by Minister, etal. (1974) indicates plate motion offset
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33° from the observed direction of spreading at 43°451N, 128°40TW.

Atwater (1970) found an eastward or northeastward component of

compression between the Juan de Fuca and North American plates

which may also have an influence on Cascadia Gap. The microearth-

quake activity of Cascadia Gap is probably from a weakness along the

fracture zone where the difference in stress is relieved by normal

faulting.

The rate of microearthquake activity on the Blanco fracture zone

averages one event per hour, disregarding the swarm event. This

compares with observations of Reid and Macdonald (1973) for 0. 5

events per hour on two transform faults of the Mid Atlantic Ridge, to

1.2 to 1.5 events per hour recorded in the median valley of the Mid

Atlantic Ridge by Francis and Porter (1973) and Reid and Macdonald

(1973) respectively, and to 0. 4 to 0.8 events per hour in the Gulf of

California by Reid, etal. (1973) (excluding swarms). The conclusion

from this comparison is that there is a remarkable similarity in back-

ground seismicity for both ridges and fracture zones.

An alternative explanation for the seismicity observed at

Cascadia Gap is that it reflects the incipient stages of ridge formation.

Observations up to this time indicate that low level swarm events are

almost exclusively restricted to ridges (Reid, etal. 1973; Reid and

Macdonald, 1973; Northrop, 1974; Macdonald and Mudie, 1974).

Therefore the observation of a swarm on the Blanco fracture zone is
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either the first clearly identified swarm of microearthquakes on a

fracture zone or the tectonics of Cascadia Gap involve more than

strike-slip faulting.

Further evidence for this ridge formation hypothesis can be

inferred from the b-value (Figure 9). A high b-value, typically

greater than unity, is characteristic of ridges (Francis and Porter,

1971). The b-value determined for Cascadia Gap by ARRAY 4 is 1.5,

a value representative of ridges. Northrup (1974) and Macdonald and

Mudie (1974) have found b-values of 2. 3 to 3 for the Galapagos spread-

ing center while Francis and Porter (1973) report a compound value

of 0. 80 and 2. 29 for the median valley of the Mid Atlantic Ridge.
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GORDA RIDGE

Tectonics of the Gorda Ridge

ARRAYS S and 6 recorded seismic events on the northern por-

tion of the Gorda ridge. Numerous studies have been made of the

ridge. The following is a summary of information related to the

present study.

The Gorda ridge is located west of northern California and

southern Oregon between the Mendocino and Blanco fracture zones.

The axis of the Gorda ridge trends approximately north-south between

latitudes of 40°18'N and 4Z°36N, about N 24°E starting at 42°36'N.

The Gorda ridge is one of the most seismically active ridges at the

East Pacific Rise (Barazangi and Dorman, 1969). Topographically,

the ridge contains a median valley which is flanked by steep valley

walls. These are in turn part of two linear ridges called the crestal

hills. The Gorda ridge can be classified as a slow-spreading ridge

(van Andel and Bowin, 1968) according to its topography.

Associated with the ridge area is high heat flow (Von Herzen,

1964) and low mantle velocity (Shor, etal., 1968) suggesting magmatic

intrusion in the median valley area. Atwater and Mudie (1973), on

the basis of their observations of topography, believe that the mechan-

ism of intrusion at the Gorda ridge is dominated by dikes. There is

evidence for vertical movement within the axial valley because
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bench-like features covered with sediments on the axial valley walls

in the southern and central portions have been noted by several authors

(Atwater and Mudie, 1968, 1973; Heinrichs, 1970; Fowler and Kulm,

1970). Originally Atwater and Mudie (1968) attributed these features

to sedimentary deposits emplaced by turbidity currents on the axial

valley floor prior to block faulting. This observation was later con-

firmed by Fowler and Kulm (1970) by means of dredge hauls, and they

have estimated the rate of uplift to be 0. 1 cm/year for the last one

million years.

Fault plane solutions have been presented for the Gorda ridge

by Bolt,etal. (1968), Tobin and Sykes (1968) and more recently, and

partially revised, by Chandra (1974). The majority of the solutions

indicate normal faulting. Chandra, however, found that four earth-

quakes associated with the Gorda ridge were characterized by a high

degree of strike-slip faulting. The strike-slip components for three

of the events nearest the ridge are indicative of right lateral motion

if the northeast striking nodal plane is considered. The strike-slip

component for the fourth event located 45 km east of the ridge axis is

right lateral if a northwest striking nodal plane is considered. The

right lateral direction was chosen due to the known plate motions be-

tween the Pacific and North American plates.

Bolt, etal. (1968) analyzed an additional earthquake on the

southern part of the Gorda ridge near where the eastern rise is offset



15-20 km in a right lateral direction from the median valley. The

nodal plane chosen indicates normal faulting with the tensional axis

aligning with the direction of offset. This interpretation agrees with

the fault block hypothesis of Atwater and Mudie (1968) and may indicate

a new fracture zone forming in this area. Northrop, et al. (1968)

noted a source of earthquakes from this offset feature.

The spreading rate of the Gorda ridge has not been constant

along its entire length. The half spreading rate of the southern Gorda

ridge was 3. 7 cm/year until 2 million years before present when it

became a slow-spreading center with a half rate of 1. 2 cm/year

(Atwater and Mudie, 1973). The rate of spreading on the northern

portion is 3. 0 cm/year. The general spreading direction can be

found from the pole of rotation located by Minister, etal. (1974) at
0 050. 9 N, 66. 3 W. The direction of opening calculated by this method

is N 33°W or 330 north of the vector perpendicular to the ridge axis

which has a strike of N 24°E. This agrees to within one degree of the

average fault plane direction of tension determined by Chandra (1974)

from three Gorda ridge earthquakes.

Gorda Ridge Velocity Model

As with ARRAYS 3 and 4, no refraction information exists for

the northern portion of the Gorda ridge where ARRAYS 5 and 6 drifted

over the ridge median valley and valley walls. As a result, the



velocity models that were used are combinations of velocity-depth

data from the Mid Atlantic Ridge and the East Pacific Rise.

The refraction line information nearest to the Gorda ridge is

located approximately 55 km to the east at 41°18'N by Shor, etal.

(1968). This data, although not applicable to the median valley, does

give an upper limit for velocities if one assumes that a decrease in

velocities would occur upon approaching the ridge because of an in-

crease in the upper mantle temperature. The work of Shor, etal.

(1968) shows velocities of 4.9, 6.8, and 7.8 km/sec for layers 2, 3,

and the upper mantle (Moho). There is also an indication of layer 2

thickening towards the ridge axis while layer 3 thins at the expense

of an elevated upper mantle surface. The velocities of layers 2 and 3

are within the typical range of values for the Pacific which are 5. 19 +

0. 64 and 6.8 ± 0. 16 km/sec respectively (Shor, etal. 1970). The

velocity of the Pacific basin upper mantle reported as 8. 15 ± 0.30

km/sec by Shor, etal. (1968), hence the velocity of the upper mantle

near the Gorda, is slower than average.

Seismic refraction surveys of the Mid Atlantic Ridge at 37°N

were also used in development of velocity models for the Gorda ridge.

The application of Mid Atlantic Ridge data to the Gorda ridge is based

upon the following observations: both have similar slow spreading

half rates of 0.9 to 1.4 cm/year at 37°N for the Mid Atlantic Ridge

(Pitman and Talwani, 1972) while the Gorda ridge is spreading at
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approximately 3.0 cm/year north of 42°N and 1.2 cm/year to the

south (Atwater and Mudie, 1973); both contain a median valley bounded

by steep valley walls; both are seismically active (MB > 4. 5) and are

usually dominated by normal faulting (Chandra, 1974; Sykes, 1967);

and both contain examples of deep depressions at the intersections of

a ridge and fracture zone (Sleep and Biehler, 1970; Vogt and Johnson,

1975).

There is little agreement on the results of refraction lines in

the median valley of the Mid Atlantic Ridge at 37°N. Poehls (1974)

used overlapping but not truly reversed refraction lines parallel to

the median axis and finds a low velocity surface layer of about

3 km/sec similar to layer 2.A of Taiwani, etal. (1971). Poehls finds

that this layer varies in thickness from 0.43 to 1. 41 km but may be

an artifact introduced by 1 km separation of reversed lines. Under

the surface layer lies layer 3 of6. 34 km/sec and an approximate

thickness of 2.9 km while the upper mantle velocity is 8.34 km/sec.

The research of Fowler and Matthews (1974) involved unreversed

refraction lines shot along and across the median valley. The result

obtained is the weighted mean of the apparent velocities which are

5. 17 km/sec for layer 2 with a thickness of 2.05 km while the upper

mantle velocity is 7. 19 km/sec.

A more recent seismic refraction line, reported by Whitmarsh

(in press), was shot across, along, and parallel to the median valley
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at 37°N and probably represents the most complete work on this area.

The model constructed by Whitmarsh can be separated into parts:

one for the crestal hills and one for the median valley. The crestal

hills model consists of layer 2 with a velocity of 4. 1 to 5.3 km/sec and

approximately 2 km thick while layer 3 has a velocity of 6. 2 km/sec

and is approximately 5 km thick. Both these layers dip down towards

the median valley and are underlain by an upper mantle velocity of

8. 1 ± 0. 36 km/sec. The median valley consists of a plug of 3.2

km/sec material which is as wide as the valley floor and is underlain

by a low velocity zone. This median valley model is consistent with

one developed by Francis (1975) which hypothesizes that median

valleys result from caldera collapse. Whitmarsh notes that the re-

fraction line shot parallel to the median valley axis detected an ap-

parent velocity of 6. 3 km/sec but that the arrival is probably from a

ray travelling along the flank of the low velocity zone.

Based upon the above information two models were developed

for the median valley walls and one for the median valley of the Gorda

ridge. Both models are shown in cross section in Figure 10. The

model of the valley walls (MODEL A) consists of a water layer of

velocity 1. 5 km/sec and 3.5 km thick; a thin sediment layer of velocity

1.67 km/sec and 0.05 km thick; a layer 3 of velocity 6. 3 km/sec and

2 km thick overlying an upper mantle velocity of 7. 5 km/sec. The

model of the median valley (MODEL B) consists of a water layer of
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velocity 1.5 km/sec and 3.5 km thick; a thin sediment layer of velocity

1.67 km/sec and 0.05 km thick; an intrusion zone of velocity 3.2

km/sec and 3 km thick overlying an upper mantle velocity of 7. 5

km/sec. Both models use the same water layer thickness because

3. 5 km was the datum to which all the topography delay time correc-

tions were reduced (see section on delay time corrections). The

velocity of the sediment layer is an average of velocities given by

Hamilton, et al. (1974) for surface sediments. The sediment thick-

ness is based upon airgun records of Surveyor 71 tracklines which

crossed the Gorda ridge at 42°31'N (from microfilmed data of the

1971 Northeastern Pacific Geophysical Survey by N. 0. A. A.). The

thickness of the intrusive plug is based upon a value used by Francis

(1975) in his model of the median valley. The velocity of the upper

mantle is from a value given by Orcutt, etal. (1975) for the

Siquieros fracture zone of the East Pacific Rise.

Gorda Ridge Results

The bathymetric depression at the intersection of the Blanco

fracture zone and the Gorda ridge was monitored for 15 hours during

May 13, 1973 by ARRAY 5, an array of four sonobuoys. The drift

path of ARRAY 5 is shown in Figure 11. During this period 52 micro-

earthquakes were detected yielding an average seismicity of 3.5 events

per hour (Figure 12) including those that occurred as swarms. Of all
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these events only four lie within, on, or near enough to the array to

be located by the computer program. Epicenter locations are tin-

stable for events which originate more than approximately 1. 5 km

outside of the array. The final solution for these four events mdi-

cates that two originated within the median valley floor while the other

two were on the surrounding valley wall and crestal hill (Figure 13).

The locating of the remaining events was hampered by an absence

of the sharp first motion of near microearthquakes. These events,

which presumably were from outside ARRAY 5, generated a signal

which gradually increased in amplitude, lasted for several minutes

and then gradually decreased. It is impossible to identify any phases

within the wave train due to an absence of distinct arrivals that are

usually seen in the near seismic events. It was possible however,

to find the approximate velocity and direction of approach. The re-

suits of this computation are shown in Figure 14 for 22 events. The

predominant direction of approach is from the western crestal hills of

the northern Gorda ridge. A few of the events are from other sur-

rounding hills and along the median valley. The remaining events

have such gradual first arrivals that even this type of analysis is not

possible.

The four locatable events detected by ARRAY 5 are shown in

map view in Figure 13 and in a cross section of the northern Gorda

ridge in Figure 10. A summary of their origin times, epicentral
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coordinates, focal depths, and magnitudes are given in Table 1. The

focal depths are referenced to a 3. 5 km datum after delay time cor-

rections are made for bathymetric differences at each sonobuoy. Use

of the two velocity models (median valley and valley wall), caused the

two focal depths determined by ARRAY 5 to vary by 0. 8 km while the

epicenters change less than 0. 1 km. It was necessary to constrain

the focal depths of events 1 and 2 to obtain stable epicenter locations.

ARRAY 6 is an array of four sonobuoys which was deployed
0over the median valley of the Gorda ridge at 42 47 N. Its drift path

is shown in Figure 15. This area was monitored for 4. 3 hours during

May 13 and 14, 1973 and detected 17 events for an average of 4.0

events per hour (Figure 12). Six of the events were located and are

shown in map view in Figure 13 and in cross-sectional view in Figure

10. A summary of their origin time, epicentral coordinates, focal

depths and magnitudes are given in Table 1. An additional two events

are not shown on the map because they were located by swinging arcs

farther south near the 15-20 km offset in the eastern valley wall at

42°20'N.

Events 6, 9, and 10, which cluster on the valley wall near 420

47 'N, have been located by both median valley and valley wall models.

The results were that valley wall MODEL A gave the minimum or no

arrival time residuals indicating a better fit to this model. The focal

depths of these events average 3. 1 km below the datum. The remaining



Table 1. Microearthquake hypocenters located by ARRAYS 5 and 6 on the Gorda ridge.

Event Array Date Origin Time
GMT

Lat.
North

Long.
West

Depth1
km

Mag.
MB

1 5 13 May 73 0835 43°00. 2' 126°33. 7' 0-1. 5 -.11

2 5 13 May 73 1252 43°02. 6' 126°41. 8' 02
. 15

3 5 13May73 1356 42056.9 126°40.6' 8.6-9.8 -.06

4 5 13 May 73 1516 42°58. 2' 126°37. 8' 6.4-7. 6 . 10

5 6 13May73 2239 42°44.7' 126°42,8' 02 .08

6 6 14May73 0110 42°37.2' 126°45.8' 3.6-4.6 -.08

7 6 14 May 73 0119 42°40. 4' 126°46. 1 0 -.04

8 6 14 May 73 0120 42°35. 3' 126°40. 9 02 -.33

9 6 14 May 73 0127 42°36. 9' 126°45. 5' 2.7-4.9 -.01

10 6 14 May 73 0128 42°37. 2' 126°45. 4' 2.5-6. 3 -.09

1Depth below a 3.5 km datum
2FocaI depth fixed
3Focal depth range from MODELS A to B

L!1
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Figure 15. Trackline and sonobuoy drift path of ARRAY 6. Symbols are identical to those of Figure 4.
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events have focal depths constrained to the 3. 5 km datum due to the

instability of the computer program for sources that are located out-

side of the array.

As with ARRAY 5, apparent velocities and cirections of approach

were found for those microearthcuakes that could not be located with

the computer program but had arrivals that could be read from the

seismograms. The results shown in Figure 14 indicate sources south

of ARRAY 6 with no events from the site of ARRAY 5 which was 43 km

to the north. This does not necessarily imply there were no detect-

able events from the north since ARRAY 6 operated for only 4. 3 hours;

also it is possible that some of the indeterminate arrivals could have

originated from the north.

Gorda Ridge Discussion

Microearthquake activity on the northern Gorda ridge noted in

this study originates from the median valley floor, valley walls and

crestal hills. A number of microearthquakes appear to occur from

the western crestal hills surrounding the deep depression at the

Gorda ridge and Blanco fracture zone intersection. Further calcula-

tions were done to determine if the sources were indeed from the

western crestal hills or perhaps, due to incorrect bathymetry cor-

rections or velocity variations, they were from another region.
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Those events that were located with unrestrained focal depths

have delay time corrections added for differences in bathymetry and

depth to basement at each sonobuoy as described earlier. For distant

events detected at ARRAYS 5 and 6 delay times were calculated in

much the same manner as for close events except a plane wave was

assumed instead of a point source. The correction times were then

used to compute apparent velocities and directions of approach.

If the bathymetry or a reducing velocity were incorrect, then

an incorrect apparent velocity and direction of approach would be

computed. It is possible that if an arrival at one sonobuoy is delayed

an extraordinarily long time, then arrivals would appear to originate

from the western crestal hills rather than the Blanco fracture zone.

A refraction survey at the Siquieros fracture zone by Orcutt, et al.

(1975) does indicate a crustal low velocity channel under a thin 6 km/

sec or greater rock layer. To test whether an arrival might be de-

tayed at one sonobuoy, the microearthquake detected at 1316 GMT by

ARRAY 5 was corrected for an arrival which might have travelled

through a low velocity path along the Blanco fracture zone. A delay

time of nearly 0. 9 seconds was necessary to rotate the azimuth from

2660 to 2900, the direction of the fracture zone. Such a large correc-

tion changes the apparent velocity from 4. 7 to 7. 0 km/sec which is

abnormally high for this apparent refraction velocity along the frac-

ture zone region.
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It therefore appears that the western crestal hills are indeed

sites for many of the microearthquakes detected by ARRAY 5. Thus,

the region in which microearthquakes originate on the northern Gorda

ridge is much broader than the median valley. From attempts to

determine epicenters by manually swinging arcs it appears that earth-

quakes occur out to a distance greater than 30 km from the ridge

axis.

Fault plane solutions are useful indicators of the type of faulting

which occurs during an earthquake. Various fault plane methods are

described by Gallagher (1969). The direction of first motion at each

detector is plotted on a stereonet projection at the angle and azimuth

where the ray leaves the hypocenter. The resulting pattern can

usually be divided by two planes orthogonal to each other. Faulting

is then believed to have occurred along one plane or the other. Corn-

posite fault planes are constructed when the number of detectors is

low and it is believed that separate earthquakes shared the same type

of faulting.

A composite fault plane solution was attempted for three events

at ARRAY 6 which occurred at 0110, 0127, and 0128 GMT. These

epicenters are located within 0. 5 km of each other. The fault plane

solution shown in Figure 16 indicates high angle reverse faulting on

the intersection of the median valley with the eastern valley walls.



N

S
Figure 16. Upper hemisphere fault plane solution for events 6, 9 and

10 on the Corda ridge. The solid circles are compres-
sional projections of P-wave first motions and the open
circles are dilatations. T and C represent the theoretical
axes of maximum tension and compress ion. The strike
of the preferred nodal plane is N 37°E and dips 86°.
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The preferred interpretation (the alternative interpretation is that

motion occurred on a horizontal plane) suggests movement of the

valley wall down relative to the median valley. This may indicate

outward tilting of the upper valley wall blocks observed by Atwater

and Mudie (1968). The direction of compression for the seismograms

was ambiguous because no known compressional source was recorded

during the experiment. However, the direction of compression was

inferred from the results of the same system used on a later experi-

ment where blasting caps were used as sources. A fault plane solu-

tion such as this is only tentative since a longer recording time and

larger sampling area is needed before conclusions can be made.

A comment needs to be made on the fact that focal depths are

deeper for events at the intersection with the Blanco fracture zone

than those to the south at 42°371N. The focal depths of events detected

by ARRAY 6 were 2.5 to 4 km below the datum while the events at

ARRAY 5 were 6 to 8 km below datum. If these depths indicate the

maximum thickness of solid crust, then a magma chamber, if it

exists along the median rift, is deeper at the ridge-fracture zone

intersection than along the ridge proper. This agrees with the theory

of Vogt and Johnson (1975) which predicts that any magma movement

along the Gorda ridge would be dammed at the Blanco fracture zone

intersection. Cann (1970) and Francis and Porter (1974) among others

estimate the depth to magma chamber as 3 to 4 km below the median
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valley floor. Alternative velocity models which were attempted during

the modelling indicate that a low velocity zone would increase the

hypocentral depth. The focal depths of ARRAY 5 could be decreased

by placing an upper mantle velocity of 8. 1 km/sec at the surface

(underlying a 0. 05 km covering of sediments). The focal depths in

this case were 3. 9 km below datum. Such a model seems unrealistic.



SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Microearthquake activity, predicted by plate tectonic theory for

the Blanco fracture zone and Gorda ridge, have been correlated with

these features by sonobuoy array observations over these features.

The high microearthquake activity observed is probably related to

major earthquakes which have been mis-located 20-30 km away from

the topographic features of ridges and fracture zones. On the basis of

the microearthquake activity reported here it appears that the offset

of large earthquake epicenters from the topographic expressions of

the Blanco fracture zone and Gorda ridge is due to the use of litho-

spheric velocities higher than necessary for stations lying predomin-

antly to the east, as suggested by Northrop (1970).

The high microearthquake activity of 1 to 4 events per hour

observed on these features is similar to that observed by other re-

searchers on the Mid Atlantic Ridge, the Gulf of California and the

Galapagos spreading center. Microearthquake activity appears to be

distributed along the southern flank of the ridge-like feature asso-

ciated with the Blanco fracture zone near 128°10'W. The epicenters

of Cascadia Gap fall along a fault scarp and within the basin of the gap.

The past sedimentological history of the area indicates a probable

downward movement of 125 meters in the last 6600 years (Fowler and

Kulm, 1970) and is probably related to normal faulting, perhaps
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combined with strike-slip faulting. Possible ridge-like tectonics at

Cascadia Gap on the Blanco fracture zone axis is indicated by a

b-value of 1.5 determined from microearthquake observations, the

existence of normal fault plane solution of a major earthquake and the

misalignment of spreading directions and topographic features.

The hypocenters of microearthquakes, on the Gorda ridge, were

located on the median valley floor, valley walls, and on top of the

crestal hills. Other events which could not be located appeared to

originate near the surrounding hills with a predominance of events

from west of the Gorda-Blanco intersection. Focal depths near the

intersection are from 6. 5 to 9 km below datum (3. 5 km deep), while

those farther to the south at 42°47'N range from 2.5 to 3 km below

datum. The deeper focal depths at the intersection are probably real.

A composite fault plane solution was constructed for three micro-

earthquakes on the Gorda ridge. The solution indicates high angle

faulting on the eastern valley wall with the valley wall moving down

with respect to the median valley. Major earthquake fault plane solu-

tions indicate normal faulting possibly related to a caldera collapse

(Francis, 1975). The microearthquake activity may be related to the

mechanism which creates the observed bench-like features in the

Gorda ridge valley. Future microearthquake surveys are needed to

determine further the tectonics of this region.
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Recommendations for future oceanic microearthquake surveys

include: (1) Use of at least 6 detectors in an array to improve in-

dividu1 epicenter statistics; (2) Use of a moving artificial sound

source which can be used to locate and calibrate an array; (3) Longer

monitor times on each site (4) Use of ocean bottom seismometers when-

ever possible, in order to eliminate uncertainties in drift path.
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APPENDIX I

DELAY TIME CORRECTION METHOD

The following is an outline of the general procedure of delay

time corrections for cases when (1) focal depth is assumed to lie on a

layer interface and (2) when it is free to move. For a focal depth

fixed on an interface (usually assumed for tripartite arrays) delay time

corrections are calculated as follows and as shown in Figure 17:

(1) An epicenter is located with the computer program using

uncorrected arrival times.

(2) From a bathymetric chart a depth to bottom is estimated

for where the ray leaves bottom (DBR) at a distance offset

from the sonobuoy.

(a) For a refracted arrival the offset distance is the esti-

mated depth times tan i, where i = sin 1(V/V), Vu

and V are velocities above and below the interface upon

which the focus is assumed to lie.

(3) The estimated and observed depths are compared, if they

do not agree a new offset distance is estimated and proce-

dure is repeated from Step 2.

(4) Using the depth at the offset distance, the delay time cor-

rection is calculated by the formula:
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[ (1 (V1/V)2 )1/2

vi

where V1 = water velocity

(1 V /V )2 )i/21Zn
J

(D-DBR)

V2 = first sediment or hard rock layer velocity

V = velocity below interface upon which focus is assumed to

lie

D datum depth, if D is chosen to be deeper than the deepest

water depth t will be positive, if shallower it will be

negative

DBR depth where ray appears to leave bottom

(5) The correction t is added to the arrival time.

(6) The procedure is repeated for each detector.

(7) The epicenter is relocated. If the location differs from

the last determined epicenter by more than a predetermined

distance (for this study 0. 1 km) the prOcedure is repeated

from Step 1.

The second delay time correction method is used when the focal

depth is not fixed at an interface. This method is more involved since

it requires the computer program DELAY given on the next page.

The program uses the same horizontally layered velocity model as the

hypocenter location program and calculates travel time from a known

focal depth to the detector at a specified distance. The depths to the



upper two layers of the model are replaced by distance DBR and an

estimate of the basement depth. A new travel time is calculated and

the difference between it and the original model travel time is the

delay time.



SONOBUOY

t

subtract this old travel-time DBR
V1 from the arrival time

replace this with velocity V1 and add
this new travel-time to the arrival time DATUM:(

V2

DELAY TIME CORRECTED RAY PATH

UNCORRECTED RAY PATH

ENTER,/
/ \ add this new travel-time, at velocity VN, to the arrival time

VN

Figure 17. Delay time correction method for a hypocenter located on a model interface. V1 and V2
repre sent the water and sedLment layers respectively while VN1 and VN are two adjacent
layers within the model.
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PROGRAM DELAY

LISTING OF DELAY TIME CORRECTION PROGRAM

REM THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE DELA' TIME CORRECTtOJ FOR
REM A RAY TRAVELLI'G FROM A OW1 HYPOCEJTER TO A SOJOBUOY.
RE1 THE LAY EiEr) EARTH MODEL I ; Fl RST USED TO CALCULATE THE
REM TRAVF.LTIME FOR A RAY FROM THE FOCUS TO DETECTOR. THENJ
REM THE MODEL CAI 3E MODIFIED t'J THE UPPER TWO LAYERS TO
REM ACCOWJT FOR DIFFEREJCES I THE OBSERVED F3ATHYMETRY AJD
REM A tIEW TRAVELTIME IS CALCULATED. THE DIFFERE'iCE Is
REM TRAVELTIMES IS THE DELAY TIME CORRECTION. THE DATUM
REM IS ASSUMED TO BE AT THE TOP OF THE SECOJD LAYER.
REM JJ=JUMBER OF LAYERS
REM V(I)=LA?ER VELOCITY
REM Z(I)=DEPTH TO TOP OF LAYER
REM i(J=FOCAL DEPTH
REM DJ=DELTA, THE EPICE\JTRAL DISTANCE
REM Z(2)WATER DEPTH THE DISTAJCE TO THE TOP OF LAYER 2
REM i(3)=BASE:1EJT DEPTH, THE THIRD LAYER DEPTH
REM IF VELOCITIES ARE IJ KM/SEC AMD DEPTHS l rM TFIErI THE
REM DELAY TIME rs IJ SECOJDS.
REM THE DIRECT RAY FROM LAYER 2 OR DEEPER IS CALCULATED BY
REM "JEWTOS METHOD APPLIED TO THE DIRECT RAY TRAVEL TIME
REM FORMULA.
REM PROGRAM WRITTE\J 19-22 APRIL 1975 P.R.JOJES
DIM VC5)3C5),TC5)PC5] 0051 5)sC5J,YC5,5],AC5)
LET E.(YJJO5
LET E9=.fJ(i(J1
RESTORE
READ JO
FOR I=1TO jrj

READ VCI],CI]
JEITI
REM CALCULATE THICSESS OF EACH LAYER
LET J3JO-1
FOR I=1TO 'J3

LET IC I )=CI+1 )C I)
?.IECTI
PRtrJT
PRI.JT "FOCAL DEPTH"
IJPUT J
PflIT " DELTA"
IMPUT DO
GOSUE3 1930
GOSTJB 1400
LET 59=5
PRINT "WATER DEPTH";
tJPUT [2)
P}1IJT " E3ASEME\JT";
IJPUT C3J

rn 'JT
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FOR I1TO M3
LET TCI)=EI+1][I]

SJE.T I
GOSUB 1930
GOSUE) 141)0
LF.T S3S?S
puIr'IT 'DELA'( TIME="; I\JT( 10004c33+ 5)/ 1j00
GOTO 11)30
DATA 5
DATA 1.5,0
DATA 1.67,3.5
DATA 3.2, 3.55
DATA 6.3,4.05
DATA 7.56.05
EMD
REM FIMD WHIC{ LAYER CO!'ITAIMS 0

LET L=0
LET LL+1
IF L>'J0THEM GOTO 1470
IF CL]<0THEM GOTO 1421)
LET JL-1
GOTO 1431J
LET J=MO
LET jrj_J]
REM COMPUTE THE IMTERCEPT OF RAY FROM FOCUS I!J LAYER J
REM A!JD REFRACTED ALOMG THE TOP OF LAYER L
IF JMOTHEM GOTO 1630
FOR L=1TO MJ

LET PCL)=O
LET MCL)=O

iE.'(T L

LET J1=J+1
FOR L=J1TO MO
LET PCL]=QCJ,L]-1*SQR( VCL]4cVCL)VCJ)*VCJ))/( JCL]*VCJ))
LET ?(CLJ=Y[J,L]Z1*VCJ)/SOR(VCL]4CVCLJVCJJ*VCJ])

ME<TL
REM FIMD DELTA BEYONID WHICH 1ST ARRIVALS ARE REFRACTIOMS
LET D9=VCJ1)*VCJ)*(PCJ1)QCJ,Jj)/(VCJ1JVCJ3)
REM
REM FINJD WHICH PART OF TT CURVE CORRESPOMDS TO DO
FOR L1TO MO
LET ACL]O

NJE?CT L
REM IF J=MO THEM THE RAY IS DIRECT
IF JMIJTHEM GOTO 1900
FOR 'vl=.J1TO MO

LET ACM)=PCMJDO/VCM)
METM
LET P9=999.99
LET MJ
LET >1=M+1
IF ACM]>P9THEM GOTO 1(iO
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LET R9=O
FO1 L=1TO K2

LET R'3=3+TCL]*SQR(V[Ni]*VENi)-VCL)*VCL))f( V[M)*VCL))
LET R9R9+TLL)*VCL)/SQH( VCN1)*VC4]-VEL) IVCL))

rS3E?(T L

FOH L=TO Nil
LET i6(61-TCL]*SQfl( V[Ni]*VCM]-VCL).kVCL] )/( JCM]*VCL])
LET R7=7+TCL)*V(L)/SQR( VCNi]V[r1]-VtL]*VCL])

JE:'(T L

LET QCK1N1)=R+2R6
LET YC(,Ni]=R9+2*R7

rjE?(TN1

RET
E'JD

TI-US SUBROUTI''1E CONiPUTES THE DIRECT RA'( TRAVEL TINIE
'REM IJ AI ITERATIVE NIAJER USING \1EwTOS NiET1-IOD
LET J2=J-1
LET
LET I2=J
LET 11=1
LET Al=l/(SI1(R)KSIJ(R))
IF Al><1TI-fENJ (30T0 2530
LET Al=l.(J000l
LET A2=VCJ)IJCJ]*Al
LET B2=COS(R)/SI!(R)
LET F(J=DO-1/( SQR(Al-l))
LET Fl=-l*Al4132/(CA1-l)Tl.5)
LET C2A2*F32
FOR 3=lTO J2
LET O1=A2/(V[!fl*VC'J])-I
LET iTC\J]/SQR(Q1)
LET X1=C2*TCfl/(CVCJ)*VCJ))iCO11 1.5))
LET FOF(J-C0
LET Fl=F1-2(l

!E<T
J

LET Rl=R-F0/Fl
IF Rl<(JTHE'J GOTO 291()
IF Rl<3.15TI-IEJ GOTO 2700
IF 12=1THE\J GOTO 2700
LET RI1.5
IF l-SU(Rl)<ETHE'J GOTO 291(J
IF I1=>2r)ThE\1 GOb 232O
IF I2lTHE\J GOTO 27110
IF I1=>10THE'J 6010 273()
IF A13S((R1-R)/R1)=<E9THE'J 6010 2E20
LET 11=111
LET R=Rl
GOTO 2500
LET R=CRI+R)/2
LET 11=11+1
LET 12=1
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IF '(CM)>D0T-{EM GOTO 1300
LET KM
LET P9=A[M]
IF <i0T-LEJ GOTO 1750
IF D0<D9TE'J GOTO 135rJ
:LET S=AC<)
GOTO 1910
REM COMPUTE TT OF DIRECT RAY ThROUGh LAYERJ
IF J><1T}{E'J GOTO 1900
LET S2=SQR(Z1*fl+D(J*D0)/VC1]
IF S2=>P9ThE'J GOTO 182(i
LET S=S2
GOTO 1910
GOSUB 2440
RET U R'J

E'JD

REM ThIS SEJBROUTIJE COMPUTES ThE CRITICAL DISTAJCES
REM AJD TRAVEL TIMES FOR SOURCES AT BOUIDARY flJTERFACES
REM A'JD CRITICALLY REFLECTED FROM LAYER M
LET QC1,1J=(j
LET xC1,1)=0
LET r'J3=N10-1
FOR M=2T0 J0
LET M1=M-1
LET R3=(J
LET R9=0
FOR L1TO Ml
LET R3=R3+TCL]*SQRCVEMJ*VCM)-VCL)*VtL3),(VEM]*VEL])
LET R9=R9+TCL)*UEL)/SQR(VCM)*VCM]-VCL)*VCL))

JE?T L
LET OCMM]=R3
LET ?CMM)=fl9

JJE?(T M
FOR M=2T0 t.jrj
LET M1M-1
LET R6=(i
LET R7=0
FOR L=1TO Mi
LET R6=R6+TCL)*SQR(VCM)*VCM]-VCL)*VCL))/( VCNI]*VCL))
LET R7=R7+TCL]*VCL)/SQR(VCM3*VCM]-VCL)*VCLJ)

JECTL
LET QC1M)=2R6
LET YC1.M)=2R7

'JEXTM
FOR FC=2T0 J3

LET C1=+1
LET F2=K-1
FOR M=<1TO J(J

LET M1=M-1
LET R6=0
LET R7=O
LET Rri



(30T0 2500
LET A3=S1\J(R)*SIJ(R)
LET A14A3/(VCJ)*VCJ])
LET S0=1,(UCJ)*SQR(1-A3))
FOtI J1TO J2

LET
LET S0=S0'-Sl

LET S=S0
GOTO 2990
LET S3=QCJ,J]+DtJ/VCJ3
IF J=0T-E'I GOTO 2960
IF S3=>P9T-EJ GOTO 2950
GOTO 2931)
LET S=AC<)
PRIJT P9
GOb 2990
LET S=S3
RET
E'J D

DEPTH ? 3 DELTA 7 4.5
DEPTH 7 2.3 BASEME1T 7 2.9

TIr4E .239

DEPTH ? 3 DELTA ? 4.5
DEPTH 7 3.3 BASEr'1EJT ? 3.4
TIME= .053
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ALL INPUT DISTANCES IN KM

OUTPUT IN SECONDS
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APPENDIX II

DESCRIPTION OF COMPUTER PROGRAM *HYPOCEN

*HYPOCEN is a modified version of a computer program writ-

ten by Eaton (1969) which determines hypocenters in a model consist-

ing of horizontal layers over a uniform half space. The program

uses the P-wave first arrivals for location of the hypocenter. A

first estimate of the hypocenter (from subroutine HYPO3 OR HYPO4)

is adjusted so as to minimize the sum of the squares of residuals of

observed arrival times with respect to those computed from a model

consisting of flat-lying constant velocity layers (from subroutine

TRVDRV). Adjustment (by subroutine ADJUST) is continued until all

or some (depending on the number of previous iterations) of the arri-

val time residual criteria are met, or until an iteration limit is

exceeded. The apparent velocity and direction of approach of an

assumed planar wave from the microearthcjuake source is always

calculated.

Included in this appendix is a flow diagram, input-output example

and listing of *HYPOCEN. The input-output example is for one event

but the program is designed to process any number of events in the

same run for any one earth model.



APPENDIX II

PROGRAM *HYPOCFN

START

I READ MODEL
(PARAMETERS,
TRIAL DEPTH,
TRIAL VEL.

READ MODEL
ELOCITIES,
LAYER DEPTHS

I fRITE TRIAL
(DEPTH ,TRIAL
VELOCITIES,
MODEL SPEC.

CALCULATE ARRAYS

FOR TRVDRV I I

TPAR

4

(
READ IZFIX,

STATION COO
ARRIVAL TIME5

4
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HYPO3

30

ORDER ARRIVAL

TIMES I ORDER

WRITE FOCAL

IZFIX_l>!_/DEPTH
FIXED

AT ZTR

NO I

IONS'NYES ..j PRELIMINARY

.E.
HYPOCENTER

NO

CALCULATE
I I

PRELIMINARY I I

HYPO4
HYPOCENTER I I

WRITE
POSITION OF
PRELIMINARY
HYPOCENTER

30

CALCULATE
EP ICENTRAL

DISTANCES
DELTA(I)



CALCULATE TRAVEL-
f

TIMES,DERIVATIVESI
'1 TRVDRV

ANGLES OF INCID. 1-' I

CALCULATE TT
RESIDUALS AND
ADEQUACY OF FIT
PARAMETERS

CALCULATE
ADEQUA

AND DIRECTION

APPARENT '/EL.
FIT ?

NO

CALCULATE
HY P OC E NT RAL

ADJUSTMENT ADJUST
VECTOR

'RRECT'N NO J
CALCULATE

APPARENT VELOCI
TO HYPOCENTE

FOUND ? AND DIRECTION

YES

VELAZ



[I] 

FOCUS ' 

VE GROUND 

YES 

RESTRICT FOCUS 

CORRECTION TO 

BELOW GROUND 

75 

CALCULATE 

CORRECTED FOCAL 

COORD I NATE S 

f WRITE HYPO- 

CENTER COORD 

TIME RESIDUAL 

100 

/ WRITE FINAL 
I HYPOCENTER 

/COORD., O.T., 
(TIME RESIDUAL 
APP. VELOCITY) 

ANOTHER 
EARTHQUAKE ? 

N 

END 

79 



INPUT-OUTPUT EXAMPLE TO *FIYPOCEN

U 5

10.000 5.00J 3.50i
1.500 0.@30
1.670 3.503
3.200 3.550
6.300 1.1.050
7.500 6.050
4 0 Y731IAV A:1-V(5 15161

Si317 9.960 8.970 0.000 0.2101
S82219.550 9.940 0.000 0.398tEVENT
SB2815.853 1.320.0.003 1.030
SB 915.430 7.460 0.C602J 0.554

-I

VEL.'3CITf DE?Ti
1.50 0

1.67 3.50
3.20 3.55
6.30 4.05
7.5:0 6.05

INPUT FORMAT TO *HYPOCEN

Any number of additional
events may be added

OUTPUT FORMAT TO *HYPOCEN

ZT=10.000 VT= 5.000

PRELIt4IiJA1Y IIYPUCENTER F3fl Y731AY ARAY5 15161
X0 Y0 ZO TO

9.00 11.34 13.77 -2.532

IT1 X0 Y0 10 TO MJ.MOS.RES. AVR.RES.
1 9.976 10.392 8.933 -3.046 1.02990 -1.02990
2 9.362 10.954 9.872 -3.168 .04252 -0.04252
3 9.375 10.951 9.921 -3.175 .00415 -0.00415
4 9.375 10.951 9.921 -3.175 .0003 .00003

FI?JAL SOLUTION FUR Y73:liY ARhY5 15161

STATION X Y Z Ar.TINE i1ESIDUAL LrJGL.E AZIL'IUTH DELTA
S17 9.96 3.97 0 .213 -0.0000 17.28 177.55 1.98

SB 9 15.113 7.46 0 .554 -0.0000 47.5 122.15 6.56
S1322 19.55 9.94 0 .93 -0.j0O 60.23 95.96 9.73
SL328 15.35 1.32 0 1.003 -3.O050 64.61 143.19 11.33

SOLUTIO;J 0= 9.08 Y0= 10.95 10= 9.92 T0= -3.175
AVR.A35. RESIDUAL= .0000 AVEEGE RESIDUAL= -0.0000 ITERATIONS= 5

APPAREjJT VEL.=11.171 PHI 307.9 £TE= 4 1ISIDUL= .0742

44 * * * *4 * * * ** * * * * *444 4 4 * * *44 * 44 * 4444*4 *



LISTING OF PROGRAM *HYPOCEN

C PROJAM HYiUCFN IS DESICNEI) TO LOCATEMTCROEARTHOUAKES
C OETLCTED RY SMALL POPTAELE ARRAYS. THE PROGRAM USES A
C LAYERED MODEL OVER A HALF SPACE AND AN ITERATIVE TRAVEL
C TIME CORRECTION METHOD FCR LOCATING THE EVEFTS BY
C P WAVEFIRST ARRIVALS.
C
C
C
C LUN 5=INPUT FILE OF MODEL,STATION NAMES,COORDINATES AND
C LUN 17OUTPUT
C
C

.T. ]
C LEvEL=C FOR SOHOBUOYS, =1 FO O.B.S. OR LAND ARRAY
C NNUMdER OF LAYERS IN MCCEL INCLUDING UOTTCM LAYER,
C 9 LAYERS MAXIMUM.
C ZTRFLRST TRIAL FOCAL OEPTH AND/OR FIXED F.C.
C VTR=TRIAL HALF SPACE VELCCITY FOR PRELIMINARY HYPO-
C CENTER.
C WO=MAXIMUM WATER OEPTH, = FOR LAND ARRAY.
C V(L)=LAYER VELOCITY
C O(L)uEPTH TO TOP OF LAYER STARTING WITH 0.0 FOR
C THE FIRST LAYER.
C NS=NUFIBER OF STATIONS, 20 MAXIMUM.
C IZFIX=0 FOR FREE FOCAL DEPTH, 1 IF FIXED AT ZTR.
C HEADIG'. CHARACTER MAX STATEMENT USED TO LABEL
C EARTHGjJAKE IN OUTPUT LISTING.
C NAME(I)STATION IDENTIFIER.
C X(I),Y(I),Z(I)=STATICN CCCRDINATES IN KM RELATIVE
C TO ORIGIN AND OATUM.
C TA(I)=P ARRIVAL TIME tN SECO4DS AT STATION RELATIVE
C TO AN ARBITRARY ORCIN TIME OR TO ONE OF THE STATIONS.

PROGRAM HYPOC
DIMENSION HEADING(S) ,CX(20) ,OY(20)
COMMON V (4) ,D(4),OELIA (20) ,THK(9) ,TIO(9,9) DIO(9,9) ,ANIN(20),

1 AX(20),AY(20),AH(23),T(20),TA(20),F(23),AZ(20),
MAME(2C) ,X(20),Y(20),Z(20)

t'EAD(5,1) LEVEL,N
IF(EOF(5)) CALL EXIT
READ(5,2) ZTR,VTR,wD
IF(EOF(5)) CALL EXIT

1 FORMAT(216)
2 FORMAT(3F6.3)

READ(5,3) (V(L) ,O(L) ,L=1,N)
IF(EOF(5)) CALL EXIT

3 FORMAT(2F6.3)
pRITE (17 ,6) ZT ,VTR

6 FORMATCIM ,2X,1VELOCITY,2X,tf)EPTH;t,1OX ,I7TR=t,F6.3,5X,
1 IVTR,F6.3)HRITE(17,7) (V(L),D(L) ,L1,N)
7 FORMATW4 ,2FM.2)

C -SUBROUTINE USED TO CALCULATE ARRAYS UEO IN THE TPVORV
C SUBROUTINE

GALL TPAP(N)
4 REAO(5,5) NS,IZFIX,HEADTN

IF(EOF(5)) CALL EXIT
5 EO<MAT(2I2,5A8)



-c
C

C

Ii

C
C

C
C

Do IC t=1,NS
10 READ(5,15) NAME(I),X(I),Y(I),Z(I),TA(I)

IF(EUF(5)) CflLL EXIT
15 FORMAT (A'.,1F6.3)
SUBfOUTINE FOR ORDERING ARRIVAL TIMES IN
ASCENDING ORDER OF ARRIVAL

NOADJ
ZEROSMALLEST PIVOT ELEMENT ALLOWED IN SUBROUTINE ADJUST

ZERO1E 12
CALL OROER(NS)
IF(IZFIX.EO.1) WRITE(17,17) ZTR

17 fO<MAT(1HC,FOCAL OEFTH FIXED AT,F7.3)
IF(I7FIX.EQ.1) GO 10 20 -.
IF(NS.GE.(.) GO TO 25

SUBROUTINE FOR FINOING PRELIMINARY HYPOCENTEP WHEN 3 STATIONS
ARE AVAILABLE
20 CALL HYPO3(VTR,ZTR,XO,YO,ZQ,T1,Wfl)

GD TO 26
SUBROUTINE FOR FINDING PRELIMINARY HYPOCENTEF WHEN 1 OR
MORh. STATIONS ARE AVAILABLE
25 CALL HYPOL.(VTR,ZTR,XQ,YO,Z0,T1)....IF(IZFIX.EQ. 1) ZO=ZTR26 T0zTA(1)T1

RITE(17,27) HEADING,O,Y0,Z0,T0
27 FORMAT(IH ,////, PRELIMINARY HYPOCENTER FOR,1X,5A8,

1 /,7X,XO,8X,Yo,eX,tzot,6x,t1o,/,3Fjo.2,F1o.3)
WRITE ( 17 28)

28 ED AId tTO,2X,
1 tAV.ABS.RES.,2X,AV.,RES,) .

AAF10.0lIE Rti
30 1TER=ITEP+1

DO (.0 I1,NSL)X(I)=XGX(1)DY(I)=Y0Y(I)
DELTA (I) SORT (OX(I) CX (I)+OY( I) v-DY ( I)LQ CONTINUE .. ,-.

SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE TRAVELTIHES, DERITIVES,AND ANGLES
OF INCIDENCE AT THE FOCUS.

CALL TRVDPV(LEVEL,N,NS ,Z0,DX,IJY)
(.5 AAFiAAF

AAF=C.
ASUM0. 0
t3SUM0. 11DO SC I1,NS .. .F (I) =TA (I) T (1)TO
ASUM4SUfl+AflS(F (I))
USUMBSUMI-F(I)

SC CONTINUE
ANSFLOAT(NS)
A A F= AS U H / X N S

A V R B SUM / X N S
ABVR=AE3S(AVR)
o A A F = A A F I - A A F
IF (hER. CT. 12) AVR=AVP 1IF(ITER-12) 54,51,10')



51 jf[jJ
GO TO 53

52 ITER=1'+
53 AVRIAVP

T0=T0+AVP ....................................... --

GO TO 45
C TESTS FOR CONTINUATION CR TEMINATICN OF ITEPATIONS

51 IF(ITER.LE.L.) GO TO 60
iF (NS.LE.4..ANO.AOVR.GT.0.002.AND.IZFIX.EO. 1) 60 TO 60
AB]AFAOS(DAAF)
iF(A8VR.GT.C.032.AND.ABDAF.GT.tJGO3) GO 1060
IF(AAF.LT.0.10.ANO.A2OAFSLT.0.005.AND.ABVR.LT... 1 0.002) GO TO 100 .. ..... .. ..,

[F (ITER.GT .8.AND.AAF.LT.0. 30 .AND. ABDAF. LI.
1 u.0O3.AN0.ABVR.LT.Q.02) GO TO luO
IF(ITER.GT.8..AND.AAF.LTSO.30.ANO.AE3DAFSLT.

1. j.003.ANO.AflVR.GE.Q.002) (,OTO 52
60 CALL AOJUST(NS,IZFIX,CXO,flYU,DZO,DTQ,NOADJ,ZERO)

IF(NOADJ.E0.qg) GO TO 115
x0=xtJ+Dx0
Y0=Y0+OYG -. ... .. ..

. .

T1JTC-DTC
C
C

C

ROUTINE USLrJ TO. FIND THE PA'IE OF VALUES OF THE DERIVATIVE
OF TIME WITH RESPECT TO CEPT-i.

AHMX=-1.0
AHMN+1. u
00 65 11,NS
IF(AH(I) AHMX) 62,62,61

61 AHMXAH(I) . . . . .. ... ..

62 IF(AH(I)AHMN) 63,65,65
63 AHMN=AH(I)
65 CONTINUE

RH=AHMXA HHN
TEST TO DETERMINE IF CORRECTION WILL PUT FOCUS A0VE GROUNDABOZO=ABS (DZO)

IF(LEVEL.EQ.U) GO TO 66
1F(ZC4DZ'.LE.6.0.ANc.AADZ0.GT.O.00O001) GO TO 7)-GO TO 75

66 IF(Zu+DZQTHK(1).LE.Q.0.AND.ABOZO.GT.0.000001) GO TO 6BGO TO 75
C RESTRICT C0PPECrIONS TO AVOID A NEGATIVE FOCAL DEPTH

68 R0=-0.6AflS(O(flZ0)/CZ0
GO TO 71

70 Ru=-0.64ZL/OZC
71 £JXUDX0(0.L.f0.6P.0) .

[JY0=0Y0 (0 .4+0. 6RtJ)
DZ1i=DZ0RC
DTuOTv(u.4+U.6RO)
x0=x0+Dx0
Y0=YU+OYu
T0=T3+DTcJ

75 ZOZC+OZO
C TEST TO SEE IF DEPTH CCNT.POL HAS BEEN LOST -

C AFTER THE 4TH ITERATION
iF(ITER.EU.4.ANO.RAt-.LT.0. 02) IZFIXi.
IF (I7FIX .10.1) L0=7I



WITF (1.7,',) ITER,X1) ,Y0,70, T),AAF,AV'
61+ FORMAT (111 , 13,2F9. 3, 2F8.3, 2F10 .5)

GO TO 30
100 00 105 I1,NS

AZ(I)ACOSF(-DY(I)/OELTA(I))
AZ (I)=A7 (j t57, 29578
IF(-OX(I).GE.0.0) GO TO 105
AZ(I)360.G-AZ(I)

105 CONTINUE
WRITE(17,110) HEAOItG

110 FOMAT(1Ht,FINAL SOLUTION FOR,IX,5A8)
GO TO 118

115 RfTE(17,117) tIER .

117 FORMAT(1.H ,NO ADJUSTtN1 AVAILABLE AT ITER=,13)
GO TO 100

118 RITEU7,120)
123 FORMAT(jF4C.STATIONt ,3X,X,6X.,Y,6X,Zt,5X,AR.TI11E,

1 2X RESIDUALt 2X,.Ar'GLE,1X,AZIMUTHI,1X,tDELTA)
WRIT(17, 130) (NAME (I) , )'(I) ,Y (fl,Z (I) , TA (I) ,F( I) ,ANIN( I),

1 AZ(I) ,DELTA (I) ,I=i.,NS)
130 FORMAT(IH ,2X,A1+,1X,3F7.2,2X,F7.3, .

I X,FM.L+,1X,F.2,1X,FE.2,1X,F6.2)
WRITE(17,11+0) X0,Y0, zC.,TQ,AAF,AV,ITER

11+0 FORMAT(1H0,SOLUTION X0,F7.2, 5X,YO=,F7.2,5X,Z0=,
I F6.2,l+X, 1TO,t,F7.3,/, AVR.ABS. RESIE)UAL=t,F7.4,2X,
2 AVERAGE RESIOUAL=t,F8.+,2X,tITERATIONS,I3)
CALL VELAZ(NS,PHI,VEL,KT,AAFO)
WRITE(17,150) VEL,PI,KT,AAFO

150 FORMAT(1H ,APPARENT VEL.=,F6.3,2X,PHI=,F6.1,2X,-
1 ITER=,I2,2X,RES1CJAL,F6.1+)
WRITE (17,151)

151 FORMAT(1HO,EiO(1H9)
GO TO 1+

END
C
C SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE THE INTERCEPT TIMES AND THE
C CRITICAL DISTANCES FOR FOCI LOCATED ON LAYER INTERFACES
C

SUBROUTINE TPAR(N)
COMMoNvfl,D9),DELTA(20),THK9,TiDq,9,OIO(9,9),At(0),
AX(2u),AY(0),AH(2C),T(20),TA(0),F(20),AZ(20),

2 NAME(20),X(20),Y(20),Z(2tJ)
THK(N) 0.0
00 10 K=2,N
LK-1 -
THK(L) 0(K)-Oft)

10 CONTINUE00 11 K1,N
00 11 L=1,N
TIO(K,L)u.0
DIO(K,L) =0.0

11 CONTINUE
N1=N-1
DO 15 M2,N

I 1 M - 1
,UMt0 0



SlJilA0.0
UO 12 L1,M1
SOT=SORT(V(M)V(M)-V(L)V(L))
SUM1=SUM1+THK(L)SQT/(V(M)V(L))
SUMA=SUHA+THK(L)V(L)/SOT- --.-.-.

12 CONTINuE
C
C INTERCEPT TIMES AND CRITICAL DISTANCES FOR A FOCUS LOCATED
C AT THE TOP OF LAYER M ANC THE RAY IS REFLECTED FROM THE TOP
C OF LAYER N.
C

TID(M,M)=SUP1I
UID(M,M)SUMA ................................................................................. .......

15 CONTINUE
DO 2C M=2,N
M1=M-1
StJM20. 0
SUMB=0.0
00 18 L=1,M1
SQT=SORT(V(M)V(M)-V(L)V(L))
SUH2=SlJM2#THK(L)SQTflV(M)V(L)) ...........................................

SUM8=SUMB4-THK(L) V (UI QT
18 CONTINUE

C
C INTERCEPT TIMES AND CRITICAL DISTANCES FOR A FOCUS LOCATED
C AT THE TOP OF LAYER 1 AND THE RAY IS CRITICALLY REFLECTED
C FROM THE TOP OF LAYER H.
C

TI1J(1,M)=2.0SUM2 ...........................................
DID (1,M) =2. 0SUMB

20 CONTINUE
DO 5[J K=2,N1
KK=K+i.
KIK-1
00 50 M=KK,N
M1M-1
SUM1U.0
SUM20.0
SUHAC.
SUMB=0.0
DO 3C L1,K1
SQT=SQRT(V(M)V(M)-V(L)V(L))
SUt1t=SUt11+THK(L)SQT/(V(M) +V(L))
SUMA=SUMA+THK(L) V(L)/SDT

30 CONTiNUE .

DO 4C LK,M1
SQT=SQRT (V (M)V (H) -v (L)V(L))
SUM2=SUM2+THK(L)SQT/(V(M)*v(L))
SU;1B=SUMfl+THK(L)V(L)/S0T

40 CONTINUE
C
C INTcRCEPT TIMES AND CRITICAL DISTANCES FOR A FOCUS LOCATED
C AT THE TOP OF LAYER K ANC THE RAY IS CRITICALLY .REFLECTEO
C FROM THE TOP OF LAYER H.
C

TIU(K,M) = SUM1 + 2.0SUM2



50

2

2

UIU(K,M) = SUMA + 2.OUM:i
LONT INIJE
RETURN
END
SUIRGUTINE OROER(NS)
COMMON V(s) ,D(9) ,DELTA(20) ,THK(9),TID(919) ,OID(3,9) ,ANIN(20),

AX(20),AY(20),AI-(20),T(20),T4(2C),F(2u),.AZ(2C),
2 NAME(2ü,X(2O),Y(20),Z(20)
Is=000 3 I=2,NSIF (TA (1)-TA (I-i)) 2,3,3
TEMP1=TA (I)
1EMP2zX(I) ..

TEMP3=Y (I)
TEtIPL+=Z (I)
TEMP5=t'UME (I)TA (I)TA (I-i)X.(I)=X(I-1)Y ( I)=Y LI-i)
Z (1) 1 ( I -1)NAME(I)=NAME(I-i) ... ......... ...

TA (I-1)= TEMPt
X(I-1) =TFMP2V(I-i)=TEMP3
Z(I-1)=TEMPL+
NAME (I-1)=TEMP5
1s.=1
CONTINUEIF(IS.NE.) GO TO 1
RETURN
[NO
SUBROUTINE HYPO3(VTR,ZTR,X0 ,Y0,Z0 ,Ti,W0)
DIMENSION RSQ(3)
COMMON v(9),D('-fl,DELTA(20),TF-tK9,T109,9),oIo(g,g),ANIN(20),

AX(20),AY(20),AH(20),T(20),TA(20),F(20),AZ(20),
2 NAME(20),X(20),Y(2J),Z(20)
1)0 2 1=1,3 -

RSQ(I)=X(I)X(I) + Y(I)Y(I) +Z(t)Z(I)
CONTINUE
RP2=0.5(RSQ(2)-RSQ(1)-VTRVTi(TA(2)-TA(1) )(TA(2)-TA(1)))
RP3=U.5(RSQ(3)-RSQ(1)-VTR4VTR4(TA(3)-TA(1))4(TA(3)-TA(1j))UET3=(Y(3)-Y(1))(X(2)-X(i))-(Y(2)-y(1))(X(3)-X(1))

1V tRVTR/DET3
G2=((Y(3)-Y(i))RP2-(V(2)-Y(1))Rp3)/r)ET3 -

IVTR/DET3
G4=((X(2)-X(1))RP3-lX(3)-X(1))RP2)/DET3
G5=G1G1 #G3G3- VTRV T
G6=-2.O- (G1(X( 1)-G2)+G34(Y (1)-GLe))
18=G6G6-4. 0'GS G7IF(G8.LT.G.0) GO TO 9
AG5=ABS(G5)
IF(AG5.LTO.00U00i) C-C 109
(9=SQRT (Ga)



I1r1= (G6G9)/ (2 04G5)
r1PcG64Gq)/(2,oG5)
IF(TIM) 3,3,5

3 1F(T1P) 14,+,b
.................................

GOTO8
5 IF(T1M.GE.TIP) GO TO 7
6 T1=T1P

GO TO 8
7 T1T1M .

8 XO = G1T1+G2
G3TifG14

ZO-=ZTR
GO TO 10

9 X0X(I)
V O=Y (1.)
L0=ZTR
T1=TA(i) +2..0

10 CONtINUE
RETUN
END...............................................
SUBROUTINE HYPOt+(VTR,ZTR,X,Y0,ZU ,T1)
DIMENSION A(3 3),RSO() EIN(4),B(31
CO-NON v(9),ogJ,nELTtop,ruKcg,rrnc9,g),nrocg,g),ANrN(2o),

1 AX(20),AY(20),AH(20),T(20),TA(20),F(20),Z(2C),
2 N4ME(23),X(20),v(20),Z(aQ)
00 2 1=2,1+(1-1,1)=X(I)X(1)4(I-1,2)=Y(I)Y(1.)

2 CONTINUE00 3 1=1,1.RSQ(I)=X(I)X(1)+Y(I)Y(I)fZ(I)4Z(I)
3 CONTINUE

00 '4 12,1.8N(I)=RSQ(I)RSQ(1)(V1R(TtITA(1)))2
'4 CONTINUE ............................. ..

00 5 1=1,3
8 ( I ) = 0 5 0 N (I + 1)

5 CONTINUE

2I\(1,3)(A(2,t)A(3,2)(2,2)A(3,1))
1A(1,2)(B(2).A(3,3)A(2,3)B(3))# .2A(1,3)([3(2)-A(3,2)A(2,2)8(3flDETY=A(1,1)(fl(2)A(3,)A(2,3)i3(3))-1.U(1)(ti2,1)(3,3)A(2,3)At3,1))+2.A(1,3) ((U2,l)B(3)B(2)A (3,1))0ETT=A(1,1)(A(2,2)'3()B(2)A(3,2))-1(1,2)A(2,1)F3(3E(2)43,1)+

X0=OETX/DETA .

Y0=OETY/OETA
T1=OETT/DETAZS(VTRT1)'2 (X(1)--Xo)a (Y(1)Y0.)2



1a

IF(ZS) 7,7,h
6 L0=SQRT(ZS)

GO TO 8
7 Z0=ZTR
8 RETURN ..................................................................................... -

[ND
C
C SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE THE TRAVELTIMES, DERIVATIVES OF THE
C TRAVELTIMES WITH RESPECT TO DELTA AND DEPTH H, AND THE ANGLE
C INCIDENCE AT THE FOCUS FC A PRECALULATED HYPOCENTER.
C

SUBROUTINE TRVDRV(LEVEL,N,NS,Z0,OX,OY)
DIMENSION TINJ(9) OIOJ(q),TR(g ,DX(20) ,DV (20)
COMMON V9,O(q),ELTA(20) ,THK(9) ,TID(,9) ,DIO(9,9),ANIN(20),

I AX(20),AY(20),AH(20),T(20),TA(20),F(20),AZ(20),
2 NAME(2G),X(2t1),Y(20),Z(20)
H=Z0
L0 . .

15 LL+1
IF(L.GT.N) GO TO 25
IF(D(L)-H) 15,15,20

20 JL-1
GO TO 30

25 J=N
30 TKJ=H-O(J)

IF(J.EQ.N) GO TO '+5
C
C TINJ(L) IS THE INTERCEPT TIME
C ,.

C OIOJ(L) IS THE CRITICAL DISTANCE
C
C IF DELTA IS LESS THAN XCVMAX THEN THE FIRST ARRIVAL MAY
C BE THE DIRECT RAY. FOR CELIA GREATER THAN XOVMAX THEN
C THE FIRST ARRIVAL CAN NEVER BE TUE DIRECT RAY,
C

JJ=J+i
00 40 LJJ,N
SQT=SQRT(V(L)V(L)-V(J)V(J))
TINJ(L)TID(J,L)-TKJSQT/(V(LFV(J))
UIOJ(L)DIO(J,L)-TKJV(J)/SOT

'+0 CONTINUE
XOVMAX=V(JJ)V(J)4(TINJ(JJ)-TID(J,J))/(V(JJ)-V(J))

45 CONTINUE
00 150 I=1,NSIF(J.EQ.N) GO TO 75
[JO 50 MJJ,N

C
C THIS IS THE TRAVELTIME FCR A RAY REFRACTED ALONG THE TOP
C OF LAYER N FROM A SOURCE AT DEPTH H AND IS DETECTED AT A
C DISTANCE DELTA.
C

TR(M)=TINJ (N) +DELTA (1)/V (H)
50 CONTINUE . . ,. -

TMIN=99g.g
LI = J

51 Mt1#1



IF (TI(M) THIN) 5252 ,

52 1F(OiDJfll).GT.UELTA(I)) GO TO 55
K
IMINTR(M)IF(ti.Lt.N} GOTO51---------- ......................
IF(DELTA(I)XOVHAX) 65, 60, 60

60 T(I)=TR(K)
C
C OIFFERENTATION OF REFRACTED RAY TRAVELTIME WITH
C RESPECT TO DELTA AND H. ANI IS THE ANGLE CF INCIDENCEC AT THE FOCUS.
C

UTODi.0/V(K)
OTOHSORT(V(K)V(K)V(J)V(J))/(V(K)V(J))
ANIN(I)=3.1'.1593ASINF(V(i)/V(K) I
ANIN(I)=ANIN(T)57.2c578
GO TO 1k565 IF (J.NE. 1) GO TO 75

. ..
SQT=SQRT(HH+OELTA(I)DELTA(I))
TOJ1SQT/V(t)
IF(TOJ1TH1N) 7U, 60, 60 ..

C
C THIS IS THE TRAVELTIME FCR A DIRECT ARRIVAL FROM TIIE
C
C
C
C
C

FIRST LAYER
DIFFERENTIATION OF THE FIRST LAYER DIRECT RAY TRAVELTIMES
WITH RESPECT TO DELTA AMJ H. ANIN IS THE ANGLE OF INCIDENCEAT THE FOCUS

70 T(I)TOJ1
IF (SQT.LT. 0.000001) SCT=0. 000001
OTUQ=OELTA (11/ (V(1)SCT)
DTOH=H/ (V(1)SQT)
HHH
IF(HH.LT.Q.000001) HH=C.000001
ANIN(I) AlAN (DELTA (I)/HH)
ANIN(I )ANIN(I) 57. 29578
GOTO i ..

75 LL=0
IF(OELTA(I) .LT.C.000001) DELTA(I)=U.000tlQl
IF(TKJ.LT.C.CO3tJOl) 1K.J0. 000001
IF(H.LT. 0. 000u0 1) H=0. 0)0001
XBIG=OELTA(I)
XLIT=OEL TA (I) T KJ/H
UE3XBIG/SORT(Xi3IGXBIG+TKJTKJ)
ULXLIT/STtXLITXLIT+TKJTKJ)
ARGL=1. GULUL
IF (ARGL. LI 0.00 000001) ARGL8. 00000001
ARGB=1.0UBUB
IFLARGB.LT.U. 00000001) ARGO0.000000U1
UEL0IGT KJ4'UB/SORT (ARCS)
DELLITTKJtJL/SUPT (A RGL)
J1=J-1
00 80 L=1,J1 .

OEL0IG=OELEiIGf(THK(L)US)/SRTf3K(V(J),V(L),Ufl)UELLII=OFLLIT'-(THK(L)4UL)/SRIBK(V(J),V(L),uL)80 CONTINUE



85 LLLL+1
IF(DELBIG-DELLIT.LT.0.02) GO TO 107
XTRXLIT+(DELTA(I)-DELLIT)(X1IG-XLIT)/(DELBIG-OELLIT)
UXTR/ SQRT C ( XTR XTR) C TKJ4 I KJ) )
APGJ=1.0-UU
IF (ARGJ.LT .0. 00000001) ARSJ0.00000001
UELXTRTKJU/SQRT(ARGJ)
DO 90 L1,J1
OELXTR=DELXTRf(THK(L)U)/SRTBK(V(J),V(L),U)

90 CONTINUE
TEST=OELTA C I)-OELXTR
IF(ABS(TEST)-0.02) 110,110, 95

95 .IF(TEST) 100,110,105
100 XBIGXTR

DELGIGOELXTR
GO TO 1t6

105 XLIT=XTR
UELLITOELXTR

106 IF(j.0-U.LT.0.0002.ANC.LL.GE.10) GO TO 110
IF(LL.LT.25) GO TO 85

107 .XTR0.5(X8IG+XLIT)-'-- ............................................ L...
UXTR/SQRT ( (XTR'XTR) (TKJTKJ))

110 CONTINUEIF(1.0-U.GT.0.0002) GO 10 125
TDC=TIO (J,J) +DELTA (I )/VCJ)
IF(J.EQ.W) GO 10 120IFLTDC-TMIN) 120, 60, 60

C
C THIS IS THE TRAVELTIME FCR A DIRECT RAYWHEN
C OELTA >> TKJ, WHERE TKJ IS THE DISTANCE FRC THE NEAREST

UPPER LAYER INTERFACE TO THE FOCUS.
C DERIVATIVES OF THIS TYPE OF DIRECT RAY1 WITH RESPECT
C TO DEPTH ARE ZERO. THE ANGLE OF INCIDENCE IS 90 DEGREES.
C
120 T(I)TDC

DTDD=1.0/V(J) . .............................................................
DTOH0.0
ANIN (I) = 90 060 TO 1i5

125 TD1R=IKJ/(V(J)SORT(1.0-UU))
00 130 L=1,J1
TOIR=TDIRf(THK(L)V(J))/(V(L)V(L)SRTOK(V(J),V(L),U))

130 CONTINUE
IF(J.EQN) GO TO 135 . ............ .

1F(TDIR-TMIN) 135, 60, 60
C
C THIS IS THE TRAVELTIME OF A DIRECT RAY FRCN LAYER 2 OR DEEPER.
C
C DIFFERENTIATION OF SECOND LAYER OR DEEPER DIRECT RAYS ARE
C WITH RESPECT TO DELTA AND I. ANIN IS THE ANGLE OF INCIDENCE
C AT THE FOCUS.

C.

135 1(I) =TDIRSRT=SQRT (t.0-UU)3
ALFATKJ/SRT



UETA=TKJU/(V(J)SRT)
UC) 11,0 L1,J1.
STK=SRTDK(V(J),..V(L),U)3
ALFA=ALFA#THK(L)V(J(J)/(V(L)V(L)STK)

140 CONTINUE
UTDD=BETA/ALFA

4NIN(I)=ASINF(U)'57.2q578
145 AX(T)=OTODOX(I)/oELTA(I)

AY (I )=OTDDDY (I) /OELTA(I)
AH (I )=DTOH

15000NTINUE
RE TURN
ENU
FUNCTION SRTUK(X,Y,Z)

RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE ADJUST(NS,IZFIX,OXO,Oy0,OZO,QTC,NOAOJ,ZERO)
DIHENSION A(4,5),IROW(4),JCOL(L,) ,COF(4)
CWIiION 19i',O(9,OELTA(2Q),THK(g),TIn('J,g),oIo(q,g),ANIN(2o),

AX(20),AY(20),AH(20),T(20),rA(20),F(20),AZ(2o),
2 NAfIE(2G),X(23),Y(20),Z(2t3)
00 1 11,4
00 1 J1,5 .

CONTINUE
00 2 11,NS- .............................. --..

A(1,1)=A(1,1FAX(I)Ax(I)
1,2) A (1, 2) 4-AX(I)'AY (I)

A(1,3)A(1,3)#AX(I)'Af.(I)
A 1,4)=A (t,4)+AX(I)
A(2,2)A (2,2)+AY(I) AY(I)
A 2,3)A (2,3)+AY(I) A-(I)
A 2,4)=4 (2,L.)+AY(I)
A 3)A(3,3)+AH(I)Ah(I) ................ -..-
A(3,4)=A(3,4)+AH(I)
A (4,4)=A (4,4) +1 C
A(1,5)=A (1,5)+F(I).(I)
A (2,5) A (2,5) +F (I) AY (I)
A(3,5)=A (3,5)+F(I)AH(I)

2 CONTINUE
.

.. .

A(3,1)A(1,3)
A(L,,1)=A (1,4)

A(L+,2)=A (2,4)
A(4,3)A (3,1)
IF(IZFIX.EQ.1) GO TO 4
IF(NS.GE.t+) GO TO 5

C ROUTINE TO SOLVE 3X3 SYSTEM OF NORMAL EQUATIONS WHEN ZO-.IS.- FIXED-----
4 A1l=A(2,2) A(4,4)-A (,2)A (2,4)

Al 2 (1,, 1.) A (2, 4)- A (2, 1) -A (4, 4)
A1L+=fl ( 2, 1) (4, 2) -A ( 1) A ( 2, 2)



A2j=A(4,2)A(4,1)_A(1,2)Ati,ti)
A2A(1,1)4(4,4)A(t4,1)A(1,1,)
A2LA4,t)A(1,2)A(1,1)cA(L+,2)
A41i (1, 2)A (2, 4)A ( 2, 2) A (4, 1)
AA(2,1)A(1,4)A(1,1)A(2,1.)

(1, 1) (2, 2)A (2 ,1) -A (1, 2)
UETA=A (1, 1) A11+A ( 2, 1)4A21 eA (4, 1)
ETA=AOS ( liE TA)
IF(ETA.LT.ZERO) GO 10 45
UXQ=(A(1,5)A11#A(2,5)'A21+A(I.,5)AL41)/OETAUY0(A(1,5) 12+A (2, 5) 224-A (4,5 )A42)/0ETA
UZuC.0
UTU(A(1,5)A14+A(2,S)A2L+A(4,5)A44)/CETA
(,O TO 130

C ROUTINE TO SOLVE 4X4 SYSTEM OF NORMAL EQUAIIONS
C ADJUSTMENTS.

5 uO 18 K1,4
KM1K-1

C SEARCH FOR THE PIVOT ELEMENT
PIVOT=O. Ci
DO it I:1,1+
00 11 J1,L.

FOR HYPOCENTER

C SCAN IROW AND JCOL ELEMENTS FOR INVALID PIVCT SUBSCRIPTS
IF(K.EO.1) GO TO 9
00 8 ISCAN1,KM1.
DO 8 JSCAN=1,KMI
IF(I.EQ.IROW(ISCAN)) GO TO 11
IF(J.EQ.JCOL(JSCAN)) GO TO 11

8 CONTINUE
9 IF(ABS(A(I,J)).LE.ABS(PIVOT)) GO 1011

PtVOTA ( I,J)
IROW(K) =1
JCOL(K)=J

11 CONTINUE
C INSURE THAT SELECTED PIVCT IS LARGE ENOUGH

IF(ABS(PIVOT).GT.ZERC) GO TO 13L5 NOADJ99 .-
WRITE(17,50) ZERO

50 FORMAT(IH ,PIVOT ELEtENT LESS THAM,E18.9)
GO TO 100

13 IROWK=IROW(K)
JC0LKJCOL(K)

C NORMALIZE PIVOT ROW ELEMENT
00 14 J1,5

14 A(IROWK,J)=A(IROWK,J)/PIVJT
C CARRY OUT EL1NINATION

00 18 1=1,4
AIJCK=A( I,JCOLK)
IF(I.EU.IROWK) GO TO 18
00 18 J1,5
IF(J.NE. JCOLK) A(I,J)=A(I,J)AIJCKA(IPCWK,J
IF(J.NE.JCOLK) GO TO 18
A(I,J)=0.0

18 CONTINUE
C ORDER SOLUTION VALUES

UO 21 1=1,4



93

JCOLIJCOL(I)
IROWI=IROW(I)

C GET ADJUSTMENTS VECTORS
21 CoF(JcoLr)=A(IRowI,5)

DXCOF(1)
DYUCOF (2)
OZUCOF (3)
OT0=COF(1)

100 RETURN
END

C SUf3ROUTINE USED TO CALCULATE THE APPARENT VELOCITY WO
C DIRECTION OF APPROACH OF WAVE

SUBROUTINE VELAZ(NS,PHI,VEL,KT,AFD)
DIMENSION XD(20),YD(2U),HYP(20),TAO(20) ,THETA (20) ,FT1(20),

1 AT(20) ,BT(20)
COMMON

1 AX(20),AY(2Cj),AH(20),T(20),TA(20),F(20),AZ(20),
2 NAME(20),X(20),Y(20),Z(20)
00 10 I2,NS
XD(I)X (I) -X(1)
1F(ABS(XD(I)).LT.0.00000t) XD(I)=0.000001.
YO(I)Y (I) -Y (1)
IF(AE3S(YD(I)).LT.C. [00001) YO(I)0.000001
hYP(I)=SQRT(XD(I)XO(I)#YD(I)YO(I))
IF(HYP(I).LT.(J.000001) HYP(I)=O. 000001
TAO (I)=T.A( 1)-TA (1)
THETA (I) =ACOSF (YD (I) /f-YP (I))
IF((X(I)-X(1)).GE.0.0) CD TO 10IHETA(I)b.2831853-TfETI\(1)

10 CONTINUE
KALX1
ALTMX-99.. 99
KL TNS- 1
00 12 I=2,KLT
ALTHYP(I)SINF(THETA(I)-THETA(NS))
ABALTABS (ALT)
IF(ALTMX-AflALT)1i,12,12

11. ALTMX=ABALT
KALXI

12 CONTINUE
KKALX
GAM(TAD(K)/TAD(NS))(HYP(NS)/HYP(K))
MNUMStNF(THETA(K))-GAMSINF(THETA(NS))
OEN=COSF(THETA(K))-GMCOSF(THETA(NS))
ABUEN=AE3S(DEN)
IF (ADOEN .LT.0. 000031) £EN0.0000U1
PHLATANE (ANUt4/DEN)

15 IF(THETA(NS)-PHI) 20,25,25
20 PHI=PHI-3. 14159

GO TO 15
25 IF(THETA(NS)-PHI-3.14i.59) 35,35,30
30 PHIPHt+3. 14159

G0T025
35 CONTINUE

VELHYP C NS) S1NF (THE TA (NS) -PHI) / TAO (tiS)
KA Z=1



94

KT1Y21.O
AAFO=C.O

36 00 38 I=2,NS
fT1(I).(TA(I)-TA(l))-(YP(I)SINF(THET(I)PHI))/VEL

38 CONTINUEIF(NSL1.4) GO TO 47
Y2AB.ABS(Y2)
IF(Y2AF3.LT.O.tJUOl.OR.XT.GE.15) GO TO 4700 43 Iz2,NSAT(I)-(HYP(I)SINF(1FETA(I)-PI1I))/(VE1VEL)
(jT(I)-(HYP(I)C0SF(T-ETA(I)-PHI))/VEL

43 CONTINUE -. ......... ... ...-
ATII=O.Lj
AT1201. 0

bT 1=U. UBTC.0UO 45 T=2,NS
AT.L1zAT11+.AT (I) AT (I)

. AT12J&Tl2+AT(I)ST(I)
AT22=AT22+BT(I)BT(I)iii iBT1fAT(I)FT1( I)
BT0T2BT(t)FTiI)

45 CC"ITINUE
AT2iAT12
0 E AT A 1 1 1 A 122- AT21 A Ti 2
AEiTABS(0EAT)IF(AEAI.LT.O.0000001) GO 10 47 .......................................... -
Y1=(0Ti. A122-BT2ATt2) IDEAl
Y2=(AT11E3T2-AT2t13ti)/DEAT
VELVEL+Y1
PHI=FHI+Y2
KT=KT+1 ...
GO TO 3647 KFO00 4C3 I=,NS .............................................................. ... ....

KFKF+1AAF0=AAFOABS(FTt(I))
4 CONTINUE

1F(KF-2) 5O,5t)5i.
50 AAFOC.0

GO TO 52
51 XKFFLOAT(KF)

KAZ=2 . ........... - . -
AFo=AAro/xKF

52 CONTINUEPHIPHI#1. 71239IF (PHI-6 .28318) 5t,54,53
53 PHI=PHI-6. 83185L PHI=PHI57.29578

RET U P N[NO . ...................................... -.-.




